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Runoff candidates.· trade tantrums 
,. Voting resumes today amid spectacle. 0£ 
impeachment charges, election violations 
BEN BAIRD 
STAFF WRITER 
In what is shaping up as ail extraor-
dinarily close and ugly battle for the stu-
dent body preside:µcy, current Student 
Government Assoc~tion vice presidents 
Brian Battles and · Brian Kirlew both 
could find themselves ineligible for office 
if they are found guilty o~ campmgn mis-
cond.µct. _ . . --· · · 
"Battles and Kirlew each will · gu 
before ·separate review committees that 
will decide whether the two runoff candi-
dates bave violated election laws and 
thus should be eliminated®m the race. 
Kirlew will answer to impeachment · 
. ADAM RoscHE I CFF 
An impeachmeht affidavit charges Bria~. Kirlew with activati11.g this group protest. PLEASE SEE Kirlew~s ON 6 
,. Class project 
pushes to merge ~ 
Orlando and 
Orange County 
JASON -IRSAY . 
STAFF \A.'.RITER 
What began as a .class project for doo-
toral students in Associate Professor 
Aaron Liberman's public affairs class has 
become: a Jull-fledged study that has 
attracteltne attention of some, of Orange . 
County's top guvernmenfbrass. 
''The project was ta figure out a mech-
anism by which the Orlando arid Orange 
· County governments could consolidate," 
Liberman said. 
On Wednesday, three o~ .bis students, 
L:Ynda Dennis, Mark Johnson and Reid 
Oetjen, will present the work of the chlss to 
several government officials.at a forum set 
up by' former OrangB . County Chairman 
Linda Chapin,. who is currently director of 
UCFs Metropolitan Center for _Regional ~ 
Studies. 
The 19-student class had to explore 
the possibilities of consolidation, a process · 
by which multiple municipalities combine 
services and operate under a single'gtiv-
ernment Supporters of consolidation 
argue that it creates more efficiency, V\:'hfie 
opponents feel that consolidation destroys 
the local identities of cities and towns. 
Chapin thiilks highly of the study, 
although she wollld not ·comment- on 
whether she supports it. ''When I heard 
about the lengthy and exhaustive study 
and work the students had done, I thought 
it would 'be a shame to put it on the shelf," 
Chapin said "It was thorough and . in-
depth, and so in essence I expect everyone 
Orange. Co'lf;nty 
Fire Rescue 
.responds to 
chemical spill 
KRISTA ZILIZI 
STAFF.WRITER 
One , person W3iS taken to 
· Wmter Park Memorial Hospital 
after a 2.~liter bottle of acetic acid 
fell from a shelf and shattered on 
the floor in a room of UCF's 
Biological Sciences building Friday. 
Orange pounty Fire Rescue 
responded to a call around 4 p·.m. 
from a UCF police officer who 
reported the spill on the fourth floor 
of the building. . 
''Employees were putting the 
bottles back where· they belong and 
a shelf gave away," said Ricardo 
Rivera, a spokesman for Orange 
County Fire Rescue. 
Two other UCF employees 
who came in contact with the acid 
complained of queasiness and dizzi-
ness and were examined on the 
scene. None suffered serious 
injuries 
UCF police . evacuated about 
100 people from the building. by 
pulling the fire alarm and cordoned 
off the area as a, precautionary _ 
measure while they waited for 
Battles, lGrlew advance 
as campaign continues 
CARY GRAYSON 
STAFF WRITER 
It's back.to the pollS todayfor 
students who will vote in a runoff 
election after a record.6,521 bal-
lots narrowed the field of Student 
Government Association · presi.., · 
dential candidates· from five 
slates to two last Wednesday. 
Brian Kirlew, 22, and Brian 
Battles, 23, the two current SGA 
vice presidents, will face off again 
in a runoff that continues through 
Wednesdax because neither 
earned ip.ore than 50 percent of 
the vote. 
Kirlew and his running 
mate, Kevin Ortiz, 21, won the pri-
inazywith i,866votes, or 28.6 per-
cent Battles and Joe MacLellan, 
21, co)lected 1,823 votes- just 43 
fewerL for 28 percent. · 
The t.eam <;>f Jeff Streep, 20, 
and Aaron,. Clevenger, 29, finished 
third; with 1,525 votes, or 23.3 per-
cent. 
Rounding out the race were 
the slates of Pavan TalakaJa, 25, 
and his running mate Constance 
Katsafanas, 19 (1,072 votes, or 
· 16.4 percent), and · Andrew 
Houchins, 20, and ruiining mate 
Nathan Mitchell, 20 (203 votes, or 
· 3.1 percent). Another 32 votes 
were cast for write-in candidates. 
· PLEASE SEE Candidates ON 6 
PLEASE SEE Mayors ON ~ PLEAS!;; SEE Three .0 N 3 
~ , ADAM ROSCHE I CFF. 
Orange County rescue workers equip themselves with protective ~uits after an acid -spiU Friday in the Biological Sciences buildiAg. _ 
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·Higher edUCation 
around the nation 
U. of South Florida professor arrested 
on charges of aiding terrorists 
Sarni Al-Arian, a professor of oomput.er engi-
m~ring at the University of South Florida, was -
cb.argro. 9n Thursday by federal law-€nforrement 
authorities with raising money to support a terror-
ist o:rgmli7,ation responsible for. more than 100 mur-
ders in Israel and the lsraeli.:oooupiOO t.elTitories. 
In announcing the indictment of Al-Arian and . 
seven ·other defendants on racketeering charges, 
U.S. Attorney General John AShcroft called the 
o:rgmli7,ation .involved - the Palestinian Islamic 
· Jihad - "one.of-the µiost violent terrorist orgmrlza-
tions in the world" · -
- The 50-count indictment cb.8rges that Al-Arian 
'• is ~e hood of the group in tb,is oountry and that, fo~ 
ye,ars, he direct.ed many of the financial transoo- -
tions that supported terrorist activitieS around the 
world · 
A Palestinian born iil Kuwait, Al-Arian, 45, bas '--. 
been a resident of the United .States ~oo)he ~cl-- • • 
1970s, when he enrolleef . a:t SQuthem. Illillois ; 
,. Univefsity.Sinoothefallof2001,he~boo1rnnpaid· : . -
leave from the University of Southflorida, where he : '. · 
begmlworkfugin 1986. Hewas ~athis home · · 
on Thursday in Thmpa. 
Al-Arian has oonsist.ently denied links to t.er-
rorists. He has said he supports the Palestinian 
~.but does not advomt.e violenoo. · · 
Judy L. Genshaft, the president of the 
University of South Florida; Iat.e last year 
announoo:I her drusion to fire Al-Arian because of 
Ills allegro terrorist ties. But faculty members and 
ac:ademic orgruiiz.ations :rallied onAl-Arian's behalf, 
and Gensbaft has not yet carried out that threat. 
These are not the first aoousations that Al- · 
ArianbaS terrorist ties. In 1994and1995; a PBS doo-
umeritarJ ·and ·article8 1n. various -n~ru;>e~.:. 
raised questions about his ties to o:rgmli7,ations that · 
. might be involved in t.errorist activities . 
. · In the mid-1990s,. a federal grand jury spent 
more than two years looking into Al-Arian's activi- _ 
ties, but brought ho charges agnmst him. 
Mi: Ashcroft said that the current indictment, 
which includes more. tbari a d~e's worth of 
~.was ID,ade possible in large part by oooper-
hlion: with intelligenoo officials, who provided evi-
d@oo of Al-Arilln's purported crimes through wire- . 
taps of t.elephone oonversations, faxes, and oon:fir-
mations ·of wire transfers to finanoo t.errorist activi-
ties. 
The information was shared with prosecutors 
under the. USA Patriot Act, 'Which was passed by 
Congress in 2001 to ~ow int.elligBnoo agencies to 
provide data to lawfilorrement officials. 
Included in the indictment are charges that Al-
.Arlin: 
Turticipated ·in various telephone oonversa-
. tions V{ith other defendants, discussing terrorist 
attacks bythe Palestinian Islamic Jihad an_9.Halna$, 
a militant Islamic movement in the Middle East. The 
oonversations included details afuutwho orguniz.ed . 
andoommitted the attacks, what typeS of explosives 
... ~ v.;ere used, and the oosts of the operations. The par-
ticipants also discussed raising money to aid the 
families of those Who carried out the att'acks. 
Reooived, byf3x, draft proposals to unify .sOme·' 
Palestinian activities in the oooupied t.elTitoriffi, . 
including those of the PaleStinian Islamic Jihad and 
Hamas. Later, he noted that the lmkwith the ''l;>roth-
ers" in Ha:mas was improving. ~ 
Said in another fax that he was proud of-a 
reoont attack by the Islamic ;Jihad and asked that 
Qpd bless the group's efforts and acoopt its "mar-
tyrS." 
Communicated with me~bers of the 
Palestinian Islamic Jihad in oode, referring to the 
. group as "the family,'' its_ operatives as "the youth" 
and the "brothers," a:ndHa:mas as ''the club." When 
money was involved, it was ~ oommunicated as 
"shirts." Sixf:een shirts being transferred, for exain-
ple, meant that $16,{XX) was beingwired 
-lOMPILID BY STAFF WRITER KRISTA Zf Ull 
News•~. 
. ~f . " 
Students: play lottecy for ·houSing 
ROSEMA.RY R. DAY 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Senior wighton Colvin was feeling a 
little nervous last Friday. He.wasn't sure if 
he'd have a home on-campus again next 
fall. . . ' 
Another 907 students were in the same 
boat. They hoped they co'uld remain in 
campus housing as well, but weren't sure if 
UCFwould have enough room to accomm~ 
. d~tethem. 
_. Due to a universityp0licy that reserves 
To q~alify for the lottery, students had resp0nsible and applied earlier," she said 
to pay a $100 de.Posit as well. as turn in an NotonlyisWhitechangingheraddress 
·application tQ Housing and Residence Life. oome fall semester, she's clianging her uni-
Along with Colvin, 15 students sat '- versity. · -· _ 
through UCF's first 90-minute housing lot- · , . ''I'm going back home to 'Punpa to go 
tery hoping to hear their names, as well, as "to school at the University of South F1orida 
the names of friends and prospeetive room- eyen though I like UCF," she said 
mates. ' · Freshman Miss&. McKnight, 18, was 
Colvin, 21,-·was No .. 21 of the 7 48 lucky selected to live on campus: but two of her · 
names drawn. . - friends were not. . 
·~1 was nervousbecauseTm going to be · 'We're going~o m0ve off-catnpus no:v," 
a graduate student '. in August and · if my she .said ''.All four of us would rather live 
name .wasn't called, J didn't know what I together off-campus·· than not, live toge1;4er 
was going to d~ 'for housing," Colvin said. · at all" . . 
Freshman Shawntia White, 19, 'was Some; ~ such as sophomore Heather -
' 80 percent-of on-canipus housing for incom-
ing freshman, UCF only has space next fall 
to accommodate 7 48 returning students in 
Qn-campus housing. On Friday morning, a 
not as lucky, even though she turned in her Singletary, 18, · didn't bother applying even 
· application and papeiwork early. though she would like to remafu on-campus .. 
. lottery was held to determine who oould 
stay in those facilities and who would have 
to move out. · 
"The first people to turn in their appli- "Since I knew only 20 percent of housing · 
cation and their dep0sit should have ~~ · 
· taken first because those people were ... · .• \ PLF.ASE SEE Officials ~.N 4 
, . -, ~ .. ._ _ _ ADAM ROSCHE I CFF 
Ricardo Rivera, a spokesman for Orange County Fire Rescue, addre~ses the media about the acid spill Friday. 
Three UCF employees 
treated for minor injuries 
FROM PAGE-1 
Orange County Fire Rescue _ hazardous 
material units to arrive. , 
''The UQF .police department did a fan-
tastic job of pulling the alarm and making 
sure the building was being evacu~ted," 
RiVera said. ''.Anytime you have a spill of acid, 
(You hav;e to evacuate] because it's corrosive 
and gives off fumes that col1ld be toxic." 
Dressed in prQtective suits, four haz-
ardous material workers went into the billld- ~ 
ing to investigate the spill thatthey originally 
suspected was sulfuric acid. 
Workers later discovered it was an 
acetic acid spill, a chemicalmuch less volatile 
than sulfuric acid, but more flammable, said 
Sgt. Troy Williamson, crime prevention coor-
dinator at UCF. 
A new team of workers hact to return to 
the buildingwith different materials to clean 
up the acetic acid spill, while the first team 
was hosed down before they removed thew 
'proteefuie gear. . · 
Once inside, workers neutralized the 
spill with a gel product specifically made to· 
clean up hazardous materials, Williamson 
. said. . 
More than 50 fire rescue workers 
remained on . the scene until the spill was 
cleaned up. - · 
"Anytime we are dealing with haz-
ardous material,-we always have · to have · · 
back up for b~k\lp, we-have to have rapid 
intervention teams &vail~ble to fake .cate and 
rescue our own people if need be, we have tp _ 
have decontamination material and we hav~ . 
enough trained mem~rs sp we can contmli- ' 
. ously have people enter the building __.:._ you 
can't be in those suits for more than 15-20 
minutes," Rivera said 
· The spill did not p0se a threat to sur-
rounding dorms or buildings, said Rivera, 
who praised UCF for reacting so s,ensibly 
and following proper safety procedures. 
"Safety is high~priority out here at UCF," 
·he said. "They work very closely with the fire 
department to make sure all the procedures 
are followed" . 
"This is somefi$.gthat can happen any-
where," he added .. ''There is a lot of industry 
in the area, there's a lot of chemicitls being .. 
used throughout Orlando - this is ·not just 
typical ~o UCE" 
. : -~ ;~ ' -
:PrgpOsed 
draft leaves .·  
many uneasy 
l ' 
JOEL _ADDINGTON 
STAFF WRITER 
A draft may be totally foreign to 
the latest generation, but mandatiny 
: rrnµtacy· servire, somethlng this nation 
-- ·· .hafil:J.'t.seeninmore than 30 years,_may 
~ · ·beCOme a reality jf1:brOOUR oongress- . 
men get theITway. . 
?DemOcratic US. Reps. Tut.e·St.ark 
of California; Charles Rangel of. New 
York andJobn Conyers Jr. of Micbigrul 
reoontlyintroduoola bill in Congress to 
reinstate a draft- a policy that would 
~ men 18 to 26 to fuJfiil militm:y 
servioo in the event of war. · 
In 1973, the Vi~tnam War ended 
the nation's militmy draft and the 
Selective Servioo and illtroduood an all-
volunt.eer armed forres. The Soviet 
invasion of .Afghanistan in 1900 rein-
stated the Selective Servioo, but not 
sinoo 1973 has the oouritry drafted a 
. serviooman, said Robert Bledsoe, a 
politirul scienoo professor who 1Pllches 
a·oourse on the Vietnam War. -
Yet the requirement that men reg-
ister within a month of their 18th birth-
day remains sinoo the 1900 ruling, and 
as of Oct. 31, 2001, Selective Bervioohad 
14.1 million men registeml. 
· But the sponsors are not advocat-
ing war. Rather, they say the bill wquld 
make legisla:tprs · think twioo before 
drolaring war If ·ftiey knew their sons · 
and daughters would be doingthe fight-
., ing. 
''Only four members of the 107th 
Congress, which voted overwhelnting1y 
in favor of war with Iraq, had children 
in the military," said Rep. Rangel in a 
news release. ) · 
Unlike the last draft, the -new leg-. 
islation would require (X)IlegB students, 
as well as non.students, to ~rwith 
the Selective Servioo and have their 
names dravvn in a national lottecy to 
hedgB militfily shortages. · 
i "My bill wduldreplaoo the existing 
Selective S01;vice law to establish a . 
) . 
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4. NeWS 
Mayors may not like idea, 
but citiz~ns see it differently 
FROM PAGE 1 . . . the arena" role in the greater Orlando oom-· 
Oetjen: does not expect the munity. "What is the purpose of a 
to le.am something Wednesday, on present.ation to change officials' . public research university if not to 
both sides of the issues." minds. ''This will not happen oontribµte to pertinent issues of 
Chapin used her oonnections . overnight," he said . the day, and oonsolidation is one of 
within Orange County-government Citizens may approve of the those issues," Liberman said 
to set up the forum. ''With Dr.· study's 'reoommendation for full . Liberman said the project 
Liberman's help, I've invited a consolidation because it could demonstrates the skilis of his stu-
panel of local government experts.- streamline government. "One-stop dents, who oome from different 
. to respond to and challe~ the shopping is the greatest benefit of backgrounds, including public 
students' finding," Chapin said oonsolidation," Oetjen said "You administration, criminal justice,. 
The panel includes four expe- only have to go to one municipali- social work, nursing and health 
rienood officials: Fbrmer Orange ty." Under the current form of gov- administration. 
Oounty Attorney Tom Willms, for- ernment, citizens must pay taxes "In my view, this iS a real 
mer Orange County Administrator to both the city and oounty in opportunity for UCF and the pub-
_Jean Bennett, former city .of which they live. lie -affairs doctoral program to 
oflando attorney HoWfil'd Tipton - The most immediate way showcase the good work and tal-
and former Wmter Park Mayor QOnsolidation affects Orange ents of our students," Liberman 
Joe Terranova. County residents, ·particularly said 
Additionally, many .govern- UCF students who live noor UCF Chapin, who served as 
ment officials from throughout the just ·miles outside of 1;!le city of Orange County chairman from 
region will attend the forum, Orlando, is tb.at ~ oonsolidated · 1990 to 1998, agrees · with 
acmrding to Chapin. government would let them vote in Liberman that a university should 
"I'm very pleased with the Orlando elections such as the cur- ~nerate dialogue within the oom-
response oflocal officials," Chapin rent mayor's race. · munity. ''What I'm primarily inter-
said 'We have a number of may- · Liberman argues that oonsol- ested in is promoting a dialogue on 
ors, oounty oommissioners and idation keeps government size and interesting and important issues." 
other elected officials who have let expenses under oontrol by limiting Cities and oounties have oon-
us ~ow they plan to attend" the duplication of services. ''The siderod the issue of oonsolidation 
Chapin, Liberman and the stro~t argument for oonsolida- elsewhere for almost two cen-
graduate students anticipate neg- tion is, big government is outgrow- turies, Liberman said. New 
ative reactions. - r ing itself;" he said '1\t what point . Orleans becaine the first city to 
"There very well oould be do the oosts of these governments oonsolidate when it oombined with 
some strong feelings involved on outweigh the benefits?" . Orleans Parrish in 1805. 
the part of local government offi- While studying the implica- In the 1960s, some major 
cials," Chapin said "Cities, for ·tions of full oonsolidation, the cl3ss cities oonsolidated with their ooun-
instance, like the idea of maintain- ronsidered four interest groups: ty governments, such . as 
Jng_autonomy. SQ-they-ean--chart --<Jrange-county, 8eill1noleCounw,----;ra&sonVille,-Flit..~ -Wliich]oined~ --
their own destiny. All cities ~ve the cityofWmter Park and the city with Duval County in 1968, and 
their own Character." of Orlando. Indianapolis, Ind, which joined 
Liberman, a strong oonsoli- Chapin said that Orlando and with surrounding Marion Qounty 
dation supporter, also expeets Orange County officials have dis- in 1969. 
vocal opposition to the students' cussed oonsolidation occasionally, In the most recent higb-pro-
presentation. ""I think there's but never studied the idea as file oonsolidation, Louisville, Ky., 
going to be significant disagree- extensively as in the UCF study. merged with Jefferson County oor-
ment," he said "Most often, and recently, it's dis- lier this year. 
Oetjen thinks citizens will cussed in the oontext of oombining Whether Orlando follows in 
warm to the idea of consolidation services," Chapin said She cited Louisville's footsteps, Liberman 
before officials will. '1\11 the mayors the cooperation between the fire and Oetjen think the city and 
are ooming," he said "I think they departments of Orange County ~ County should at least 
will be a little apprehensive at first. and Orlando. oonsider it. ''We're going to offer 
I think the. citizens will be recep- "I was interested in what the the first step· .in this dialogue," 
tive." students had done because I'd Liberman said 
Oetjen has modest goalS for . never seen an in-depth study of · Oetjen wants people to notice 
th~ forum. He said he wants these issues," she said the study. "I just hope the citizens 
"mostly to raise awareness of the Both Chapin and Liberman oontact their legislators and city 
possibility of consolidation, ~t the praised the class's study as a leaders to look into the possibility 
ball rolling, throw the ball out in demonstration of UCF's growing of oonsoli<¥ttion," he said 
Officials urge stildents to get ori waiting lists 
FROM PAGE 3 
. was going to be for non-freshmen, 
I didn't think I would gBt housing." 
Upperclassmen who choose 
to live on-campus say UCF's poli-
cy of savillg most on-campus facil-
ities for incoming fresbmen is 
unfair. . 
"I understand the need to 
save housing for freshmen 
because the university wants 
them to ~t adjusted to colle~ life, 
but I thlpk 80 percent is too 
much," Colvin said. "Sixty or 70 
percent would be in.ore reason-
·able to gi\Te upperclassman a bet-. 
ter chance of ~tting·housing." 
Peter Mitchell,- associate 
director for Housing and · 
Residence Life, explained the 
need. "There's better retention of 
students ¥/ho have the opportulli-
ty to live on-campus for their first 
year, so we want to provide ~ 
many spaces as possible to those 
people," he said. 
Christi Hartzler, director of 
Housfug and Residence Life, felt 
the lottery was the fairest way to 
offer on-campus housing con-
tracts to returning students. 
"You can't make everybody 
happy ~ this process," she said 
WENDY WONG-KEN I CFF 
Students wait as their fate to live on 
campus is drawn from a fittle black box. · 
''We're sorry that there are some 
who may not gBt housing, but 
we're glad we made 7 48 people 
happy." ' . -
Housing and Residence Life 
sent out several memos and e-
mails as reminders to students 
about the application process, yet 
many students still failed to meet 
both req~ments by the dead-
line. As a result, about 200 stu-
dents were not included in the lot-
tery and placed on a standby list. 
Those who did not win hous-
ing contracts through the lottery 
wUI be placed on a waiting list 
based upon when their names 
were drawn. Florida Pre-Paid 
College Iiousing participants 
were exempt from the lottery and 
will be awarded housing regard-
less of the lottery results. 
According to Mitchell, stu:. 
dents who were placed on the 
standby list will be placed after 
those on the waiting list. Students 
who paid only the $100 deposit 
will be placed after the students 
on_ the waiti;ng list, and students 
¥/ho turned hi only the housing 
form "Will be · placed next. The 
ord,er of both groups "Will~ based 
on tb,e dates when students 
turned in their money or applica-
tion. 
'The $100 deposit for on-cam-
pus housing will be refunded to 
any students not offered a con-
. tract. These students, along with 
any other students from the hous-
ing list, also are eligible for a $125 
move-in . fee at Pegasus Landing 
and Pegasus Pointe, the two UCF-
affiliated off-campus- apartment 
complexes. · 
Results of the lottery can be 
viewed in· each. on-campus hous-
ing oommunity office as well as in 
the Housing and Residence Life 
office. 
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DO YOU-LOV.E FOOTBALL? 
DO YOU LOVE UCF? 
JOIN .THE UCF GOLD TEAM! 
The ·organization that assists the football · 
coaches with the official recruitment -of 
future ·ucF Golden Knightsl 
- Applications are now available in the 
-Wayne Densch Sports Complex 
-Applications are due Friday, 2128/03 
- Any-questions, please email us at 
UCFGoldTeam@yahoo.com 
Get FREE Legal Services 
~STUDENT 
11111 LE GAL-~-·--- - . -- - -- SERVICES 
Problems with? Need help with? 
• Landlords •A will ~ . 
• Name ·change • Insurance 
• Divorce • Contracts · 
• Police • Notary· 
Stu.dent Legal Services provides students with assistance 
in selected areas of law such as landlord/tenant, . . 
consumer, chapter 7 bankruptcy, cri;minal, traffic, & 
uncontested dissolutions. Qualified students can receive 
consultation and representation :free ~f 'charge. 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-stulegal 
C'Q.0:1 
· 891 N. Alafaya Trail° 
407-382-2648 
Show your UCF ID ., · 
and save another $·51 
Dr. Mariann l. Tucker 
'.Optometrist 
INSIDE . THE NEW 
ffi.ENSCRAFTERS. 
~ft. 'W'M""x.~ 
at Waterford Lakes 
. ·(?~ 
. . @ - . . . ' 
. . <h ' ' 
. . ~ .. · .: . ~O<~ · 
It's a FoCus Group · . ·_ •. · · ·: 
·. Wh1 10~ asl{? _ Beeause student's opinions eount too, we _ want to hear your roiee! 
T J-\URSDA Y N~IGJ-\ T ·5 Limited .·space, ONLY 25 P~opl~ 
Sign Up TODAYI February -27@ ?:OQ_-·8:30 * ·War on Iraq · . . - . · · ... ' 
· .. Mrir'ch: 06 @ 7:00 - 8:30 * DivorCe or_· Destructi~n. how· has 'it effected you? 
. . . ":" . - "' . ~ - _, - ' ' . " ,,.. 
· Marc~ 13@ 7:00 - 8:30 *Is Cohabiting Before M~rriage the Answer?~ 
. : ' ... .. - . ' . . .. "' ~ 
_ .....,. - .... --=--...,.=.,-·, ~~_;...._----~~------. ..... -~ ..... ----... ll!lmll .... ____ ~ 
1 • • -
' ( 
.·.· ·.. . . . . RSVP by Calling:E~mailing or stopping ay the ' .• 
'Common Grounds Coffee HO~se, open Weekdaysfr~m 9p.m. to la.m: . 
.... ·· , ~ . . ~ayl~: .4<?7:-362-4583 _ * Gdag3@aol .com __ · 
Our-:normal ho.urs are Monday-thru Friday-. 9p.m. to·:1a.m. , - --· 
Located in the CB&S Bookstore Pla~a next to Los Chinitos (Behind AppleBees)! ._ 
.... • ~ • • .1_ 
6 •News 
' ADAM RoscHE I CFF 
Brian Kirlew, the subject of an impeachment affi~avit filed by members of the SGA Senate, confers with a supporter Thursday night. 
Kirlew:'s calls generate a 
protest in senate ·session 
FROM PAGE 1 asked me to be out here to support him," said Erik 
Ranee, Kirlew's assistant. 
cliarges today before the Legislative Judicial Review AbolJ.t 50 students eventually gathered in Kirlew's 
Committee after Kevin Peters, SGA's director of com-. defen8e, ai'guing that he was being attacked in an 
munity relations, and Ben MongioL a Beta Theta Pi fra- orchestrated effort to keep him out of offioo. 
ternity member who managed the campaign of third- . ''They filed an impe,achment 8@ilnst this ma:ri 
plaoo presidential finisher Jeff Stroop, filed an ·affidavit because they know [Battles and Macl.ellan] broke the 
to impeach Kirlew for "misus- · rules, and they're afraid they're going to get thrown off 
ing his power as vioo president the ballot," said Juan de la Turre, Kirlew's campaign 
. throughout the campaigning manager. · 
period" 'Three UCF polioo offioors arrived at _the senate 
Specifically, . the affidavit . meeting shortly after the start of the open forum, dur-
chargBs Kirlew with harassing ing which senators and other students may speak oh 
and threatening students in any topic they like, though the offioors would not say 
orde~ to get their vote; instigat- why they were there or who called them. 
ing a group demonstration at After a half dozen speakers, the meeting abruptIY 
Thursday's SGA Senate meet.: ended and students and senators alike dispersed into 
ing; and destroying other candi- small groups to discuss the situation. -
date's campaign material 'l\llegations have been made that this is a political 
"I feel that he abused some campaign to try to discredit Kirlew, which does make · 
ofhispowers and acted unethicallyinanelection," said sense, and I- do buy into that," said Seri. Sammy 
Peters, who is a member of Battles' fraternity, Lambda Mameami. 
Chi Alpha. "He made some mappropriate decisions and "But this business that was brought up should 
remarks, however, rm not going to comment until the have never been brought up before the senate," he said 
elections are over. I don't want to affect the outcome of ''If we start doing this every time, senate busiriess will 
the election." not get done. We won't be able to do anything for the· 
The Elections Commission already has penalized student body because we'll just be quarrelingwith eaCh 
- Kirlew for trashing Battles' campaign fliers· and fined other." ' 
him $10.37. That action was taken during a hearing Outside of the meeting, Kirlew denied that he 
, that Kirlew said he was not invited to attend · campaigned unethically and had retaliated · 8@ilnst 
''They had a closed-door meetingwithout me even· Battles and MacLellan by filing nine elections violations 
· beingth~re," Kirlew said "HowiJ::onic is it-that the per- to disqualify them from the runoff. The most serious . 
son filing the article of impOO.chment, the person run- among the charges is an allegation that Macl.ellaii had 
ning for offioo and the chief elections commissioner are offered to buy a student a free shot at Bar Orlando if she_ 
all members of Lambda Obi Alpha?" promised to vote for him. · - - , · 
Battles and his running mate, Joe Macl.ellan, Will ''The Battles-McClelliin ticket is cheating -:---- · 
go before the Elections C-0mmjssion to face the same they're giving away free shots to students to vote for 
chargBs of which they were absolved two weeks ago. them, bribing swdents to vote for them," Kirlew said 
. Kirlew had a.reused Battles and Macl.ellan of illegal Battles dellied it. . · . 
campaigning after a Bar Oflando advertisement flier 'l\. lot of people talk - it's election time," Battles 
endorsed the Battles-MacLellan slate before they were said "I'm not sure how the rumors began. I think it's 
allowed to officially campaign. just another effort to knock down your competition.''. 
· _ Macl.ellan, who works as a bartender at Bar As voting resumes today, many wonder if it's sen-
Orlando, and Battles had claimed they did not know . sible to hold a runoff election for two candidates who 
about the endorsement beforehand But last week, Sen. both may be disqualified from taking offioo. 
'Marcus Gould moved to retry the candidates because ''Marco Peiia should delay the election for a month 
several elections commissioners had abstained ___:_ a anCi then see where we are," said streep, refeITing to 
violation of the state!s open-government policies, he the current student body president. '1\t this point, it 
said _ . . seems like-administration is going to have to step in." 
Thursday's SGA Senate meeting subsequently If both candidates are found guilty of the charges 
became a spectacle of public attacks. · brought 8@ilnst them, Battles will be ousted from the 
Streep, who is an SGA senator, backed Peters' runoff and Kirlew would be removed from his current 
move to impeach Kirlew and told senators that Kirlew, offioo as student body vioo president and could not 
who is black, harassed another black student because 8erve in any official SGA position for · one year from his 
she did not vote for him. impeachment date. . ~ · 
"We already have the yoling ladyWho he called out If the Election CommiSsion allows Battles to 
saying, 'Remember, you're black,' when she didn't vote remain in the runoff and Kirlew is impeached, Battles 
for him," Streep said ''That is appalling.'' could not su<Xffrl the presidency either. . 
As StreeP condemned Kirlew's campaign tactics ''There would have to be another open election," 
during the open forum of the senate meeting, Kirlew said Tyler Van Voorhees, chairman of the SGA's 
called students on bis cell phone and urged them to Legislative Judicial Review Coihmittee, which would 
rush to the senate meeting to speak on his behalf. oversee any impeachment case 8@ilnst Kirlew.-
"[Kirlew] called me while I was in class ... he_ actu-
al1y sai~ ~t they were going to impeach him and - STAFF WRflER KRISTA ZILIZI CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPORT 
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Calldidates allege 
·unethical campaign 
tactics in SGA.race 
FROM PAGE 1 before they officially were allowed to 
do so. 
Candidates were pleased with a · Two weeks ago, the Elections 
turnout that totaled about 17 peroont Commission decided not to oust · 
·of the student .population, up from 9 Battles and Macl.ellan-frcim the eloo-
peroont, or'3,107 votes, last year. tions after a nightclub promotions 
But several losing candidates agency endorsed the slate on an· 
were conoorned about tactics that . advertising flier for Bar Orlando. 
contributed to the vote total Macl.ellan, who works as a bar-
'Thlakala said he believes many tender at Bar Or~do, and Battles 
students were denied an opportunity claimed they did not know about the 
to become fully infornied about can- endorsement beforehand and were 
didate platforms in instanoos where cleared of anywrongdoillgth~n. · 
candidates pulled students aside and Today the slate will go agmn 
bullied them to vote on the spot. · before the committee;which will retry 
"Most of the people who voted them on the same ~. beeause 
did not know who they were voting several committee members 
for," 'Thlakala said "The people who · abstained during the first ruling. 
voted for me were people who knew: · Kirlew and. Battles both deny 
me, who knew· my agenda." they've behaved unetbirnlly.Theysay 
SaidKatsafanas: 'l\.lot of people their sucress is a result of broad-
did make uniilformed choioos, and based issues and ideas that have 
that has bad implications." earned them alargB chunk of student 
Before a roomful of SGA sena- support. 
tors, Streep aroused Kirlew of ram- ''The student body expressed 
paigningunethirally after Kirlew had their belief in Kevin [Ortiz] and I, in 
Student Union employees remove our ability to ·go out and get things 
streep's campaign banner from the done, and we just hope that we can 
building. Kirlew, the current student continue to deliver for them," Kirlew 
body vioo president, defended his said 
actions and said he had employees Battl~ believes that zealous 
remove the banner because it wasn't campaigningwas neoossary to ·reach 
allowed to hangin the Student Union. a large number of students and 
Stroop also said Kirlew tossed encouragB a higher voter turnout. 
Battles' rampaign fliers in the trash. . '.l\. lot of it had to do with how 
The SGA Elections Commission hard the different tickets were ram- · 
penalized Kirlew for trashing the paigning," he said 'We're going to 
fliers last week and fined him $10.37 keep doingwhat we're. doing." 
for the minor election violation. Kirlew ang Battles intend to 
Even so, ·l\irlew 'said Stfeep's employ similar campaigning tech-
allegations were unfounded and _ niques duriilg the runoff, although 
me.ant to keep him out of offioo. both will alter their platforms and 
.; ''There's actually a viable candi- borrow ideas from other candidates, 
date who can defeat [Greeks], and I particularly those that struck a cord 
think they're a little conoorned about with student voters, they said 
that,." Kirlew said (Streep is a frater- Fbr ·example, both tickets have 
. nity member; Kirlew is not.) 'That's embraood Streep's idea for a student 
the reason why they're going to the -textbook exchange, as well as 
extent to lie, cheat and slander my Talakala's -commitment to increase 
name in front of the student body." student inyolvement in SGA 
In the meantime, Battles and · The win,ner of the election will 
Joe Macl.ellan will go before the take over from current student Body 
Elections Commission a second time President Marro Pe~ whose term 
on allegations that they campaigned .ends in May.: 
. Three congressmen 
want .draft reinstated 
FROM PAGE~ 
system in which all American men 
and women, as well as legal perma-
nent residents, age 18 to 26, would 
be subject to compulsory military 
service or alternative civilian serv-
ice," Rangel's statement said 
Today, women are not 
required to register with the 
Selective Servioo - the agency 
responsible for maintaining a list of 
all men ages 18-26 in the ev:ent that 
Congress reinstates the draft. 
Although the Pentagon and 
many Republicans oppose the bill, 
known as the Universal Service Act 
of 2003, its sponsors contend· it Is 
necessary to more evenly distrilr · 
ute potential loss of life along racial 
and economic boundaries, in light 
of m.mtary tension around the 
giobe. 
Blacks make up about 11 per-
cent of the adult population, 
according to the 2000 Census. Yet 
they accounted for 20 percent of 
the military overall and 22 percent 
of the enlisted foroo, according to 
Defense Department statistics. 
U.S. Rep. Jim Kallinger, a 
Flarida Republican, said the cur-
rent volunteei: foroo has proven to 
be adequate and oortainly is more 
motivated than a force that 
includes draftees . 
Unless there is a major need, 
he said, ''We're in good shape.'' 
Kallinger said following ·Sept. 
11, the military saw a surgB _in 
recruits. 
Free the Planet! President 
Ryan Browne said reinstating the 
draft would be "absurd" "Part of 
our freedom should be the freedom · 
not to fight," he said 
Kyle Considder, the chairman 
of the UCF Coll~ge Republicans, 
said the draft legislation is point-
less, barring the start of WWIIl. He 
said the bill is siinply Democrats 
attempting to : throw a curve in the 
war proeess." 
But Army ROTC ·.student 
Brandy Baker isn't necessarily 
opposed to a draft. 
"Everyone should serve their 
country to really appreciate their 
citizenship," said Baker, a 24-year-
old junior. "Nobody wants tq go to 
war, but it's something that has to 
be done." · 
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Black History Month 
UCF scholar 
. . \ 
sheds light on 
Black Seminoles 
MARSHALL SPENC.E community, according to How-
STAFF WRITER ' ard. 
"It felt so safe there( she 
Rosalyn Howard · aban- said.. ''There weren't any guns or 
doned the conveniences of mod- violence. ~ple didn't lock their 
ern life to explore a society that doors." · 
historia.Ils have overlooked.~ HoWard said -Red Bays had 
_ Howard, a.Ii assiStant pro- an interesting diversity of life. 
fessor of anthropology at UCF, ·Some people lived in concrete 
bring'S to light the history and cul- homes and others lived in chick-
ture of a . unique, Bahamian, · ees, a Seminole word for wooden 
black community that has roots. home~ with thatch roofs: 
ill the -Seminole Indians of · Families of seven . people some-
F1orida in her book, "Black times lived in a room _smaller 
Seminoles in the Bahamas." · than a student's dorm room, she 
Howard spent a ·year in the said 
Bahamas studying the people of · ··· It took some time for her to 
· Red Bays, a relatively isolated get accustomed to life in Red 
settlement on the northwest end Bays, Howard said. But the peo-
of Andros Island The community . ple were kind and welcoming and 
consists of about 300 _people were more than happy to talk 
known as Black Seminoles, a with. her and answer her ques-
-proud people whose African tions. 
descendants escaped slavery in "I took time walking around 
the United States to peacefully the settlement and meeting peo-
coexist With the Seminoles dur- ple, and letting peopl~ get used to 
ingthe early 1800s. me," Howard said of her first 
Howard lived with two dif- days. 
·ferent families during ,her stay, Howard said she met an 80-
and only took a weeklong break · year-old woman ·during her stay 
to attend her son's graduation in Red Bays named Omelia 
from tlie University of Marshall. Not only was Marshall. 
Pennsylvania. widely accepted as the settle-
When. she arrived .in Req ment' s matriarch, but she also 
Bays in November 1996,, Howard served the commllnity as a mid-
said sh~ was not prepared , for wife and bush doctor. Marshall 
what she discovered there. " made innovations_ in the tradi-
"It was a culture .shock for . tional, basket-weaving style of 
me," she said. ''You had to get Red Bays, started by her father. 
used to no access to showers, She has also been awarded sev-
and no elechi.citY·ari.d somefunes . eral times for h~r contributions 
bathing at a water pump." to Bahamas' tourism. 
The settlement had only one · The community of Red Bays 
telephone, run by BATELCO, the iS a patriarchal society, according 
Bahamas Telephone Co. Some to Howard, and the men are tra-
. houses had satellite dishes for ditionally thought of as the 
television, · but many' of them ·breadwinners. But ironically it is 
were damaged dUring storms the women who actually bring in 
and no longer worked. The own- much of the income with their 
ers could not afford to have them· basket weaving . .. 
fixed, so the satellite dishes stoOd In fact, the people of Hed 
there, their round canopies Bays rely upon basket weaving 
,pointing uselessly into the .blue, as one of the island's main 
tropical sky. . sources ·_of income. Fishing, -
Yet, isolated from outsiders, 
Red Bays is a safe and friendly PLEASE SEE Society ON 8 
,. 
- WENDY WONG-KEN I CFF 
Rosalyn Howard wrote "Black Sem_inoles in the Bahamas" after spending one year 
living with an observing a colony in the Bahamas descenaed·from Afric~n slaves. 
-what a girl wants! 
· Velocity®- -
It capt1,1res your energy, your spirit and your style. Call me 
to experi~nce the Velocity® fragrance and skin care 
collections. Plus, I have lots of coordinating color prnducts! 
:_:· Ha·p··p·y· ReNew Year s~~;p~takes JENNIFER HASSAN I 
INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT 
' - enter to win $5000 or $1000 on www.marykay.com/jhassanl 
mv website. 407.281.9918 
,. MARY KAY® ....... -~-~n~lon this ad for a 10% discount off your 1st order 
Lecture. Seri~s · 
Wed~esday, Februa,.Y 26th at 7pm in the Barnes&Noble Cafe. 
Join us.for some insight and learning about Reform Judaism. 
· _,. · Question? Comments?. Contact Jackie at Jackie@flahillel.org 
1 It's a BAR-MIIZVAH . 
Thursday, February 27th at 9pm at Friendly Confines. 
-Join Jeeks and Hillel for food and fun. Cost $3. per student.. -
RSVP to Shanna at Sice 1 l@aol.com 
·Shabbat Shalom Central Florida · -
How about learning something new for Sh~b . at? Then . 
make sure you come-tQ Pegasus Ballroom AB on Friday, · · 
F~bruary 281h at·6pm. We will be holding two separate 
services. Afterwards, join us for some and oneg, dessert, 
.and fun times! RSVP to Julie at sfylinc-hik02@aotcom 
Hillel goes-Hockey 
Come join Hillel at the TD Waterhouse on Thursday, March·6th for the 
Orlando Seals versus the Caper Fear Fire Antz. Puck qrops at 7pm, 
for more information including ticket cost, confact Davi -at 
- sportsmayven@hotmail.com 
I 
- £.~ 
W'1uruversity of . 
· ·c en tral 
Florida 
WWW.DCE.UCF.EDU 
ANNOUNCING NEW CLASSES FOR 
TEST PREPARATION 
GRE Test .Preparation Cour~e . 
8-week Test Review Course ·- $350 
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
UCF Research Pavilion: March 25 - May 13 
UCF Brevard: March 25 - May 13 . 
UCF Research Pavilion: March 27 - ,May 15 
GMAT.Test Preparation C~urse . 
8-week Test Review Course - $350 
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. · · 
UCF Research. Pavilion: March 24 - May 12 
UCF Research Pavilion: March .26 - May .14 
GRE/GMAT Saturday Short Course 
4-week Test Review Course - $250 
_ GRE 8 ·a.m. to noon & GMAT 1 - 5 p.m. 
UCF Main Campus: February 22 - March 15 
Math Review for Standardized Tests (Newl) 
·- . 
· 6-week Test Review Course - $299* 
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
UCF Main Campus: March 24 - April 28 
*$199 for those enrolle~ in concurrent test prep classes 
To register, visit our website at www .. dce~ucf.edu 
· Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information. 
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Black History Month 
Critics: Affirmative 
action needed 
~Impact of One 
Floridtl unclear 
D ANIEL LE DEPARI 
SP.FFWRITFR 
racial issues. He rnJled UCF the 
most diverse plare at which he has 
taught. That diversity heJps stu-
dents learn from experienoo. 
"Some form of affirmative 
·action is need~ in higher edum-
tion. It goes back to the social dis-
tanoo theory in sociology which 
After the Bush administration relies on the foot that to overoome 
filed leg3l briefs with the Supreme prejudire, people need to come clos- . 
Court in January urging it to over- er in order to understand each 
turn Michlgan's affirmative -action othei;" Wright said. 
admissions policy, igniting a bitter Vire President Thomas 
debate among supporters and Huddleston believes the One 
opponents, Pre:rldent Bush praised Florida program, ~ a whole, will 
Florida as an ide.al model of racial bring more minorities to universi-
diversity in public education with a ties . He said that it is an effective 
neutral admisSions policy: WWjto enhanre diversity on college 
But many at UCF, where One mmpmres. 
Florida supposedlyworks best,_ mil - - He added that one of the most 
Bush's answer to racial diversity in impacting aspects of the plan _is to 
higher education flawed and inron- _work with middle school students in 
sistent beranse of a disproportion- the area of rollege preparation in 
ateratioofminoritiestop_on-minori- order to promote college atten-
ties. danoo. He said UCF promotes part-
Of the freshmen vvho enrolled nerships that sponsor these events. 
for the fall 2002 semestei; minorities ''We believe diversity is a form 
rompromised 26 peroont. This of education," Wright said _ 
included 12 perrent Hispanic, 8.5 "Students willreooive an unrealistic 
peroont African-Ameri(fil), 5 per- view of the world if they attend a 
rent Asian and 0.7 peroont school which d003 not provide a 
.Ameriren Indian. - diverse environment" 
Tracy Dietz, assist.ant psychol- "Wayne Burroughs, a psycholo-
ogy profess01; feels that people gy professor" who specializes -in 
should not yet praise One Florida, racial prejudioo, agrres with wright -
as the program dOffi not have a that universities should strive for 
proven rerord of increasing diversi- diversity. Burroughs disagrees 
ty. 'When people say affirmative action 
"You must realizei:ha± increas- is not needed and that the One 
es in minority student representa- Florida program works fine. 
tion at UCF or any other state uni- He said affirmative action 
versitymay be caused by something needs to be done both at universi-
other than One Flori$ such as tiesandinrecruitingforjobsnati9n-
changing population demographics wide. 
and non-Hispanic whites chOOSing - ''What it boils down to is 
to go to qut-of-state schools:' Dietz vvhether or not you believe actions 
said "More nnpo~tly, because need to be t.aken to rorrect past dis-
we do not have data on graduation criminatory patterns, some of 
rates and other factors, no one which are oontinued to the present 
should really draw any conclusions t.ense," Burroughs added "Some 
about the sucress or failure of the are not aware of it, bemuse [dis-
One Florida program" criminatorypaiterns ]inaynot be as 
Many students such as sopho- blatant as theywere in the '40s, '50s 
more Chontevia l::.ewis, 19, believe and '60s." 
One Florida to be a poor excuse for Though UCF d003 not practioo 
reparations needed for ymrs of a traditional method of affirmative 
open discrimination. action, there is always some type of 
"If they won't give us repara:. · it present. Gordon Chavis, Ji:, exec-
tion for slavery, affirmative action is utive d1rect.or of admissions, said 
needed, not One Florida, as the~- UCF d003 practioo a deviation of 
_ ernmenf s effort to make things affirmative action. 
rigtit," Lewis said ''.Affirmative ''We act affirmatively to admit 
· ~ongetsblackpeopleintocollege, lots of different types of students, 
-and makes it so that the same poli- such as athletes, musicians, alumni 
cy will not be needed in the work- children, national merit scholara, 
plare," she said etc.," Chavis said--"In fuct and given 
The One Florida program, - good academic credentials, we 
mandat.ed by Jeb Bush in 1999, might admit an oboe player over 
guarantees students who rank in someone else, if the music depart-
the top 20 perrent of their graduat- ment believes we need to fill the 
ing class admittanoo to a state uni- marohing band That could be a 
versity. I!owever, ~e plan dOffi not form of affirmative action." 
guarantee a Jllriversity of their Am:>rding to Chavis, UCF has 
chol~. which students like sopho- one of the best rerords for recruit-
more Joseph Thomas, 19, think ing minority students in the state, 
- ailo\vs particular universities to dis- although UCF legllily (fil)IlOt active-
criminate. · ly recruit minority students. 
. "Even if students have the In on:le:1~ to acrommodate the 
same grades as others, there is still needs of minorities in Flo~ the 
discrimination as to vvhat universi- state has created-two new law 
ties v7iil ru:rept wbich students," schools, which cater to minority 
Thomas said 'Mlrmative action is communities. The new law school 
needed" _ at .Florida A & M will attract mostly 
Earl wright II, an assistant African-American 'applicmits, while 
psychologyprofessorsaidtbathigb- the fuw school at Florida 
er education needs some -type of International will attract Hispanics. 
affirmative action· to produc.e a Junior . Christine Cooper, 20, 
learning environment reflootive of said she believes a diverse environ-
society. ment enhances her education. 
- He said that 'When teaching "I think that learning how to 
rare_ and ethnicity c1aSses in the communicate -and collaborate -
Mid.West he had little to no racial [with] people of all rares in -the 
diversity in the classroom.. He classroom will definitely help me to 
added that it made the classroom be more knowledgeable in the 
an ina4equat.e plaoo to~ about workplare," she said 
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Society eScaped persecution to Bahamas 
FROMPAGE7 
sponging, crabbing and woodcarv-
ing also gBnerat.e income. Howard 
said most of the men do the :fishing, 
but a few weave baskets, a job tra-
ditionally reserved for women. 
The baskets made in Red Bays 
are one of a kind and only made by 
the Black Seminoles of Andros 
Island The baskets are made from 
the dried tops of paJm-thatch plants; 
and sometimes incorporate pieoos 
of Androsia batik cloth or raffia. 
The Black Seminoles of Red 
Bays take pride in their hlstory and 
heritage, and with good reason. 
Their desrendants overcame seii-
ous obstacles before they settled in 
. the Bahamas. 
Through her studies and 
research, Howard discovered that 
the people of Red Bays are the 
descendants of African slaves that 
escaped from . plantations in 
Georgia, ~bama and South 
Carolina in the early 1800s. They 
escaped to Florida, because the 
Spanish gnvernor of Florida offered 
sanctuary to African slaves as long 
as they converted to Catholicism.. 
However, the governor did not 
offer the runaway slaves freedom 
out of the kindness of his heart. The 
Spanish needed more people to 
defend Florida's borders from the 
Americans who kept trying to 
~ new land So, the Spanish 
governor hoped that by offering 
sanctuary to former slaves, he 
could increase the manpower of bis 
forres defenPing Florida's borders. 
The former slaves that 
escaped to Florida either joined the 
Spanish or lived with the Seminoles, 
Bladi Sfmlu 
in tire Bahama 
WF.NDYWo G-KDI I CFF 
Howard's book highlights the descendants of people who escaped slavay in the 1800s. 
who were already a conglomerate about the Bahamas and, m fact, had 
of many different tribes. The former asked the British in the Bahamas 
African slaves integrated -and for sanctnacy several times. But the 
peacefully lived with the Seminoles British turne<I them down. The 
for many years. They became Black Seminoles ,eventually Janded 
known as Black Seminoles. In the on the reinote, northwffitem coast 
meantime, the .Americans invaded of Andros Island and established 
Florida and the Seminole Wars the Red Bays settlement. 
began. From there, they migrated 
The Seminoles, along with the - throughout the ls1and, where they 
Africans that had joined them, have lived ever sinoo. 'lb this day, 
defied the U.S. forres and fought they _consider themselves an 
them. But the Americans eventually unbeaten and unconquered people. 
won. However, about 150 to 200 Howard returns to ~ Bays 
Black Seminoles managed to every year to visit - she is consid-
escape into the wetlands of Florida, ered a member of the oommunity 
and made their way to the southern now. She tries to help the people 
roasts of Florida: there as much as she can. In the 
In 18'21, with no plare else to past, Howard has mailed oountless 
gn, the Black Seminoles gathered as _ books that her anthropology stu-
many boats and canoes as they dents donated to the people of Red 
rould, and headed out to sea with- Bays. Howard said she is now try-
out looking back, Howard said. ing to help them sell their baskets 
The Black Seminoles knew on the Int.em.et. 
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Black History Month 
Festival celebrates Nobel laureate 
JASON lRSAY 
srAfF WRITER 
·.After promising to appear at a 
conference in bis honor, not even a 
- blizzard could . keep Wole Soyinka 
from fulfilling bis word to oome to 
UCF. . 
Capping a three-day festival in 
his honor, Soyinka, a Nobel laureate, 
· fuspired and amused a crowd of 
roughly 50 students · and . scholars 
Wednesday in the Pegasus Grand 
Ballroom. 
Rea.ding ffom bis latest bo()k of 
poetry, "Samarkand," Soyinka, .the · 
1986 Nobel Prize winner in litera-
ture, . entertained the crowd with 
· poems inSpired ·by life in bis native 
· Nigeria. Soyinka· is not only an 
award-winning writer; but also has 
earned fame and respect as a play-
wright and a poet. ' 
· - Soyinka's appear~ce followed 
two and a half days of lectures from 
world-renowned scholars, of African 
literatUre. Scholars came from as far 
away as the University of West 
England and from universities 
across the United States to present 
research papers abOut and discuss 
Soyinka'swork · · 
The scholars included Bernth 
Lindfors, a visiting instructor at 
Harvard University, who is widely 
, "C'>:nsidefed the most authoritative 
literary scholar, critic and influence 
on the teaching and promotion of 
African Literature and criticism in 
North America," acoording to the 
festival's orgaiiizer, Jalnin 
Ohwovoriole, an Orlahdo-b~free- · 
lance journalist. Lindfors presented 
the first lecture during the confer- he was pleased with the festival. "If 
ence, titled "Wole SOyinka's First qualityis what oounts, the First Wole 
Homecoming." Soyinka Festival ·at UCF is a great 
James Gibbs flew in from sucress," he said. 
England He sat on a panel that dis- The first couple of days of -the 
cussed ''African Literature- and conference attracted little attention 
Criticism Now." from the UCF community, but 
Other presenters focused on Soyinka's appearance Wednesday 
Soyinka's contributions to African · .,-- delayed by a paralyzing snow-
theater. · Esiaba Irobi, an associate storm in the Northeast - drew stu-
· professor of International Theater at dents and admirers. Some students . 
Ohio University, sat on a panel that · had heard about Soyinka's appear-
discussed ''African Theater Now: ance from professors; others came 
'!he Soyinka Paradigm." ~e later with their professors to hear him 
presented "Dance, Tranee and speak. · 
Transcendence - The Semiotics of Freshman Jaclyn Botts, 19, did 
Spirituality in the Plays of Wole not want to miss a chance to hear a 
· Soyinlul" Nobel laureate speak. ''I felt that this 
Although the literary and the- · . was an opportunity l couldn't pass," 
ater communities have. long recog- Botts said - ''.It's not everyday we 
nized Soyinka as one of the world's have a Nobel Prize wiri.ner coming to 
great writers and playwrights, the speak to the student OOdy." 
UCF community largely· did not Similarly, Associate Professor 
know who Soyinka is or why he mat- Cecilia Rodriguez Milailes asked her 
ters. ethnic American literature class if 
TheignoranceofpeopleatUCF they wanted to attend Soyinka's 
regarding Soyinka's importance and appearance, and they took her up on 
the lack of support from the UCF the offer. 'We don't often get the 
community prevented organizer . opportunitytohearaNobellaureate, 
Ohwovoriole from making the festi- and I think it's really important to 
v3! as large as ·he envisioned, he hear writers that have that world 
said. recognition," Milanes said . · 
''The laek of sponsorship was .Soyinka did not disappofut the 
the biggest. problem," Ohwovoriole attendees. He began by reading 
said. "Once I failed to get the type of ."Doctored VJSion," a poem about a 
money I needed to have the event go patient near-sighted in one ·eye and 
the way I had planned, I had to drop far-sighted in the other. He followed 
some activities, like stage perform- with "VJSiting Trees" and "Elegy for 
ances of Soyinka's works and a a Nation,'' whtch he read for the first 
musical concert that would have fea- time in public. 
tured a renowned African artist." Soyinka also read ''.After the 
However, despite the difficulties 
he enoountered, Ohwovoriole said PLEASE SEE Event ON 11 
ADAM Roscm; I CFF 
Wole Soyinka, the 1986 Nobel Prize winner in literature, pictured here waving to a fan, read 
poetry and entertained a group at UCF Wednesday jn the Pegasus Grand Ballroom. 
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'· 
Event for writer may· 
. get a home at UCF 
FROM PAGE 10 sion against ... the traditional reli-
gions." · 
Del~," about a utopian vision Because her class arrived 
that has not been fulfilled; "Lost during the question-and-answer 
VISion," a poem about the poems sessionandmissedhearinganyof 
he has misplaced over the years; - hl,s poetry, Milanes asked Soyinka 
and "Business Lunch.·~ to read an encore poem for her 
Soyinka then opened t~e late-arriving class. - Soyinka 
· floor to _questions from audience obligBd and read "Some Deaths 
members. Most of the questions are Worlds Apart," about the 
came ffom the different scholars _ death of a Nigerian princess, 
in attendance, many of whom which occurred at about the same 
have spoken with Soyinka before; time as the death of Princess 
however, _some admirers also · Diana of Eng1and in 1997. 
posed questions to the Nobel lau- -"A death in the streets of 
reate. ~aos," Soyinka said ''The death 
One audience member asked coming at the time of another 
about Soyinka's attitude toward death made· me realize how ~ar 
negritude, a historical movement apart the world can sometimes 
. that affirmed · the independent be." 
nature, quality and validity of Odun Balogun; a Nigerian 
black culture. Soyi$a_ attributed· scholar and professor of African 
the rise of negritude to.colonialism and world literature at Delaware 
-in Africa and-called it inevitable. State University, said he enjoyed 
However, he did not support it. Soyinka's. appearance, and said 
''The quarrel we have with Soyinka exceeded his expecta-
negritude was over-romanticiza- tions. -
tion, which then obscured a lot of ''This appearance was vecy 
both historical and contemporary generous," Balogun said "He pre-
literary elements,'; Soyinka said pared not only to answer ques-
Paschal -Buma, an assistant tions, but to sit down and sign 
- professor of literature at the autographs, and I think this 
University of Akron, asked school is blessed with his pres-
Soyinka about his views on global- ence, to have him oome here." 
ization. Soyinka said the march of Botts; however, expressed 
. globalization could not pe halted . displeasure at. the number of stu-
''What I believe is· our responsfuil,. dents who attended ''I was kind of 
ity is to make sure that giobaliza- disappointed in our student 
. tion is not Americanization, or turnout," Botts said "I think that 
· indeedanyothernationalization," ·_ the students should take advan-
Soyinka said - tage of the university sponsoring a 
Soyinka said he hates global- Nobel Priw, or any author, any 
ization but has fallen-prey to it. published author who's coming 
''Being viscerally against global- and willing to give their time." 
ization, · I have a confession to Ohwovoriole received some 
make," he said ''When I travel - ·funding for the festival from the 
and I am jet-lagged, first thing in Organizations, Approptjations 
the morning ... fm looking for one and Finance committee through 
sign, Starbucks. 'Ibey make that the African Association, of which 
mean espresso ... I look around, hB is a member. Still he hopes for 
find my espresso. Down with glob- more funding . and support from 
alization." . UCFnextyear. 
The crowd laughed Although the university did , 
Soyinka-. also addressed a not actually sponsor Soyinka's 
question about the role of religion appearance, Ohwovoriole hopes it 
in African culture. Soyinka talked will in the future. Students_ may 
about the two religions, get another chance to hear 
Chrisfumity and Islam, which try Soyinka speak next year. 
to exert their influence on African Ohwovoriole ·said he wants to 
peopie. ''These invading religions make the Wole Soyinka feStival an 
are the beginning," Soyinka said annual event at UCF, if he can get 
''The new wave we are witnessing cooperation and support from the 
is a rapid, fundamentalist aggres- .- UCF community. · 
ADAM RoscHE I CFF 
Wole Soyinka a~dressed questions-about the rol~ gf religion in African culture. 
Soyinka talked about both c.hristianity and Islam. , . 
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OUR STANCE: 
Bigotry makes Barr 
bad for Orlando 
As Orlando citizens go to the polls - . accounts of Barr's behavior make the stories - Tuesday to pick a new mayor, they will impossible to ignore. He apparently uses the do so with allegations of bigotry floating "Ii-word" on a regular basi.s . 
. aroiind their heads. _ Although Dyer's late entry into the may.: 
Both Pete Barr Sr. and Buddy Dyer have oral campaign seemed opportunistic - he did 
accused the other of bigotry._ Barr, a retired lose the race for state attorney general in 
. advertismg executive, called Dyer a bigot for November - he has experience, and he is not 
faithfully toeing the Democratic ·party line ~ a bigot. The City of Orlando needs a mayor who 
. not the usual definition one associates with big- can bring the different factions · of the city -
otry; and Barr knows it. But Barr's own-behav- together. Based upon his comments, Barr will 
ior required him to fry damage control. Barr not do that. Dyer at least has a chance to suc-
has used words and made comments that ceed. 
- demean.blacks, women and Jews, according to U¢ortunately, because of Orlando's nar-
two City Council members, his former employ- ·row~y drawn borders, most UCF employees and 
ees and an official written complamt on file students have no say in the ·election because 
with the state. · they do not live within the city limits. That fact 
All of Barr's statements have Gome to light should focus added att~ntion on a study by 
since Feb. 4, when Barr emerged from a pack three UCF students:, to be released Wednesday, 
of eight candidates to earn a spot in Tuesday's .that urges consolidation between the govern-
runoff election with Dyer: Barr initially tried to · ments of Orlando and the surrounding Orange 
dismiss the complain,ts, which were first made County. Consolidation would make Tue_sday's 
public by City Council member and Dyer sup- vote, and all future Orlando votes, much more 
porter Patty Sheehan; as a veil~d attack by his important to those at UCf. 
opponent's campaign. But the number of others ·, Meanwhile,-for those who are eligible to 
who have emerged independently y.rith similar vote in the city, Dyer is the ri~t choice. 
OUR STANCE:-
There's · good and .bad 
in SGA ·activism 
·r here's great news in the fact that a . .- dissolvmginto exercises in futility and foolish- ' 
- record6,521 UCF.students voted in last ness. During Thursday's session, W-hen Sen. 
week's StudenfGevernmentAssociation Jeff Stroop-the third-place finisher in the 
presiden.tial election. That's more than SGA presidential election - lambasted Kirlew 
double last year's total of 3,107. Such a strQng for his actions during the campaign, Kirlew 
turnout should.keep interest high heading-info telephoned a number of his supporters to show 
today's runoff election, wheri the~two top vote- up and raise a ruckus. Kirlew should keep sen-
getters - tlie teams of Brian Kirlew/Kevin · -- ate meetings under· eontrol, not try to incjte 
Ortiz and Brian Battles/Joe MacLellan- riots. 
- resume the race in balloting that continues While Streep is worlµng to discredit 
through Wednesday. ' Kirlew, Kirl~w has been trying to undermine 
But before anyone a ~ cepts pats on the -Brian Battles, his, co-vice president and 
. back for a job well done, Un.sider that tho~e Kirlew's opponent in this week's run-off elec-
6,521 votes- still represent only about 17 per- tion. Regardless of who wins the election, -
cent bf th~ student bOdy. Ill oth~r words, 83 per,, · . Kirlew and Battles still have to ·work together 
qent of stuaents did not care enough about who until May.· After what has· occurred during this 
represents their -views on the-B,oard of campaign, itwould be ·understandable if the 
Trustees to cast a-ballot, even though it takes two never wanted to work together again. 
just minutes by computer to log onto a Polaris , Such behavior is symptomatic of a· wide-
account from ap.y locatiqu and do -so. spread problerri in student government. As we 
Thatlack of in_terest is appalling. Then _ -· have reported previously, SGA le,aders have . -
again, so are ~he occasional antics of elected · theif own agendas, an_d those agendas too ·often 
student leaders, who should 'fess µ_p to the fact- do not-coincide" with students' needs or wants. 
, that maybe it;s their 'fault students take SGA Senators routinely walk out of meetings, miss 
less seriously than they should.. · votes and sometimes do not bother to show up 
Last Thursday's meeting of the SGA. to meetings at all. They neglect legitil'µate stu-
Senate is .Exhibit A. dent concerns tu·engage ~petty name-calling. 
The current SGA electioIJ- figured promi- - SGA needs more-prof~ssionalism in its 
nently,as the senate meeting-eroded into a cir- ranks, not less._These student politicians 
cus, with vario1:1~ members lobbing accusations -_should remember that their No. 1 responsibility 
of racism, ·and others trying to ruin people'.s is to se;rve students, not s~ear tliose who dis-
reputations. The meet:iiig turned info an exer- agree with or challenge them. Students shofild 
cise in demagoguery; not 1femocracy. · · do their part this week'and vote for the SGA 
KITiew, who runs· senate meetings in his candidate slate that will act most professional-
current elected role as student body; vice pr.esi- ·1y and make it a goal to instill that attitude in 
dent, doesn't lielp .:to ' keep the~e sessions from the Senate as well. -
. --
"Imagination is the _only weapon i'ri the war against reality.1_! 
, - -:-JULES de GAlfHER 
- 'I. 
Anti-war celebrities _protected by free speech, too _ 
In the opinion, "Celebrities shouldn't dab-
ble in world politics," by Kevin O'Grattan, pub-
lished Feb. 20, ·he denounces the public anti-war 
statements made by numerous celebrities. 
People don't give up their First Amendment 
rights by walking in front of a video camera or by 
speaking a certain opinion., O'Grattan has called 
these celebrities· anti-American. Voiciag opposi-
tion to the government's plans does not make a 
person anti-American. · 
"Since when do these Hollywood celebrities 
knmy more than the American intelligence com-
munity, ~nd when did they decide to switch roles 
. from actor to political analyst?" he asks in his . 
opinion. He then goes on to ~pout his own infor-
mation about the. situation and take. on the role 
of political analyst:- ... 
He qenounces celebriti-es for making public 
statemeots against the war, calling their. conclu-
. sions unqualified because they do not have access 
to. confidential military intelligence and are 
therefore not informed. O'Grattan has produced a 
public article giving his reasons why he thinks 
that we should go tO' war, even though h'e. does 
not have access to this confidential intelligence, 
either. 
He is doing the same thing that he is crit-
icizing . the celebrities . foe - making statements 
about the lrilq situation without -access to confi: 
dential information. I wonder if he would still 
criticize the celebrities if they were -pro-war 
activists.~ ' 
Not having access to confidential informa-
tion does not nullify a person's opinion about the 
war. Some people believe that ari adequate case 
for war - one that shows that the benefits out-
weigh the detriments - has not been made. 
Regardless of access to privy information. people 
can know the definite and potential costs of war. 
To keep one's mouth shut and leave the decisions 
to the _policymakers is to deny the principles of a 
democratic republic. To truS,! public officials com-
pletely is madness. 
We, celebrities included, have the ability'to 
analyze t he positive and negative consequences of 
· war and shoul8 use those abilities. . 
-DANIEL HOLBERT 
- If yoit can't pa~ with ~on Jeremy, you're a party pooper 
Linnea Brown has a right to ner · opinion pr,ithetic" pe~ple. W~at's wro~q w_itn watching 
in h~r column, "Party with ~(gross) por~ s_tar." sex-and getting turnea on by rt? · • 
published FeQ. 20, but she came-off sounding Some of us-are comfortable with sexual 
awfully snobbish and naive. Porn, ew. He. things a·nd aren't shameful about it. If she is 
. grabbed_ me, yuck. Older , people having sex, that squeamish about sexually explicit displays 
· gross. - or anything dealing in bad taste, tell·her to look 
_ I'm sur~ she's .a' sm~rt girl and knew what me up next time GWAR is in town. lilove to see 
she was. g~ttrng herself into. The way she cut ·. her expression of "utter horror''. when Oderus 
down F(!rrvrlla and pe_ople who frequent the sex Urungus blows a money shot in her face. 
store was uncalled for. We're not deranged, nasty · · 
perverts (my words, not her~) . nor a-"flock of · -LISA ROMANO 
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Duct, tape .can't save· 
usfr(Jm reality ·rv 
MENTAL-DOODllS 
. CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD 
STAFF WRITER 
Gallon of ~ater. Ch~ck. 
Three-day supply of non-per-
ishable·. food. Check. Duct 
tape. Check: 
With my di~aster-prepa­
. ration ·kit securely in place, 
· there's· only one thing left to 
·do - act normal. 
Now, your average person 
might look at an apartment 
layered with can-s of albacore 
tuna· (it's dolphin-safe, after 
all) and gallons of Evian water 
and question its resident's · 
perception of "normalcy." 
Of course, if that so-called 
average person broke the 
duct-tape seal I have dutifully 
placed over every crack and · 
crevice and discerniOle entry-
way to see those cans and 
bottles, I might be forced to 
switch on "abnormal" mode 
---: you know, turn green and 
bulky; burst out of my britches 
and start sp:eaking monosyl-
labically. 
Oh, wait - that's the 
Incredible Hulk. 
So, now· the old home- . 
stead resembles something 
like a cheesy sci-fi B-movie set 
from the '50s. Some might call · 
it the result of terrorist threat 
level color-coding. I just call it 
Monday. 
Safe and secure, I am free 
to return to what I would have 
otherwise been doing -
watching televisl.on. 
Only then did I realize 
how much ·peril we all are in. 
Despite the best intentions .of 
this new system of prepara-
tion the government _is pro-
moting, it failed to prepare me 
for what I saw. 
Reality television is out of 
hand. 
This 'is certainly nothing 
. new, but one might have 
thought - or at least hoped 
- it would have passed by 
now. Of, coui'_se, I suppose it 
could -be passing - after all, 
. · don't kidney stones pass slow-
ly and painfully? 
Now, as television genres 
go, none has ever upset me as 
much as realitY TY. Perhaps 
what is most distressing is the 
· element of misdirection that 
seems so fundamental to its 
success. 
By this I mean that reali-
ty is seldom present. · 
A handful of strangers · 
left in. a.remote and inhos- . 
pitable region of the world are 
forced to rely upon each ot~er 
. and every few days compete 
in obstacle courses for fish 
bait and a pagan idol. The 
Missing Link is sent to a 
chateau in France to not only 
pretend he has $50 million, 
but - and this is so much 
more of a stretch-:- that he'.s 
actually a homo sapien 
involved in some surrealistic 
courtship ritual. 
Lately, even celebrities -
and I use the term loosely -
have tried to get in on the 
action. Such topnotch person-: 
alities as Kathy Griffin and 
Stephen Baldwin tried to find . 
out what Hollywood has~been 
was actually a mole in celebri-
ty's clothing. , . 
· I'm told Griffin is a come-
dienne, although I always 
thought that meant the person 
was funny. And Baldwin, well, 
he and his brothers resemble 
a real-life version of 'the · 
Michael Keaton film 
"Mllltiplicity," with Stephen 
being a third- or fourth-level 
clon~ missing more than a lit-
tle bit upstairs. 
Of course, this is old 
news. The most outlandi~-h 
show is one that just recently 
began_:__ ABC's "I'm a 
Celebrity: Get Me Out of · 
Here!" Yes, that's the actual . 
title. The premise of the show 
strands celebrities in 
Australia. 
That's pretty much all I 
need to know because the list . 
of participants includes Cris 
Judd, Melissa Rivers and 
Robin Leach. Judd is no rela-
tion to Ashley or Wynonna -
his name is p,i'obably only rec- , 
. ognized as a former Jennifer 
Lopez husband. Rivers can be 
· seen regularly on 
-E! criticizing 
celebrity 
fashion 
and 
Unhinging her jaw for noon-. 
time feedings _with mother 
Joan. Leach coined the phrase 
"champagne wishes and 
caviar dreams," which shoµld 
have been left in the '80s. · 
Maybe we could just leave 
them out there? 
Besides the fact that for-
mer, fringe and wannabe 
celebrities have latched onto 
the genre of reality 'television 
as a vessel to continue waning 
c&reers or a springboard for 
new ones, the simple fact 
remains that "reality" is a 
misnomer. . 
These are game shows . 
At the most, label them with 
the "extreme" tag that is pop-
ular today. Whether the prize 
is money, marriage or mer- · 
chandise, they are still.prizes 
the competitors envision win- · 
ning. The celebrities vie for 
different charities. In these 
respects, the shows are not 
unlike "The Price is Right'? or 
·~eopardy." 
Where they do differ is in 
their duration and their envi-
ronments. Not confined to a 
set for a half-hour taping, 
these show.s take on unortho-
dox, challenging locales. 
Competitors might have to · 
commit significant blocks of 
time to the competition, 
whether that be weeks or 
months. 
It can be argued that the 
reality presents itself in the 
interpersonal relationships 
and the reactions to the set-
tings and challenges, as 
reflected through the unre-
lenting documentation of the_ 
camera. 
Bµt let's face it. If I were 
to win $25,000 playing Plinko 
on "The Price is Right," my 
excitement would be just as 
real. Likewise, if I leapt over a 
·~eopardy" podium and 
charged Alex Trebek because 
an incorrectly-stressed sylla-
ble lost me the game, that .;..-/ 
would be a re;:tl reaction. 
As for the documentary 
nature of the camera, the 
validity of this argument 
seems to be offset by the role · 
of the editor when it's all said 
and done. More than offer 
reality, these shows want to 
be compelling. They want 
viewers to tune in and see 
what llapp.ens next. They , 
want advertised to pay top 
price for sponsorship. The 
editing of reality ensures this. 
Mind you, a program that 
falls into this genre is not 
automatically bad .. There are 
definitely some entertaining 
aspects to this style of pro~ 
gramming. Conversely, there 
are really bad programs in 
every genre. 
But these shows are any-
thing but reality. For that, we 
haye the nightly news - -
which has now informed me 
.; that I a~ still missing moist 
,,. towelettes from my·disaster 
".preparedness kit. 
Oh the humanity. 
(.olumnist Christopher Arnold ran be 
reached at chris@ucffuture.com 
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When Your£usiness Has An. 
· Opportunity Or Need ... 
Time. Matters. 
. ). . 
When your business faces 
an opportunity or has a 
financial need, you need 
answers, not delays. , -
At The CitiZens Bank of 
Oviedo, our commercial 
loan professionals know 
Member 
.FDIC 
how to respond qtiickly 
with tallored solutions and 
impeccable personal service. 
And because time matters, 
"it's time to rely ofi The 
Citizens Bank of Oviedo. 
Give iis a call today. 
~ 
·--LENDER 
156 Geneva Dr. 
407-365-6611 
lOAlafuya Woods Blvd Oviedo Marketplace 8305 RtxlBug~Rd. 
407-365-2212 .. Mall · (407) 366-4868 
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~a; Hudson light· _up Florida Atlantic 
· CHRIS BERNHARDT So'uthl)fyision. tied atop tp.e South Division. Now 7-4 early only to see Hudson and just one field goalduringthe final few 
minutes before halitime but the Lady 
Owls hit 9-of-9 free throws to keep 
within three points at the intermis-
sion, 38-35. 
STAFF WRITER · Guards Jessica . Scala and UCF (14-9, 10-2) has sole possession · Scala hit threes that made for a 10-7 
It ha8 taken nearly all season, 
Celeste Hudson each hit six three- of first place, and Florida Atlantic _ Golden Knight advantage. · 
pointers en route to 22 and 20 points (11-12; 9-3) has fallen into a tie for FAU tied the gBme three times 
. but the UCF women's basketball 
team seems to haye regained its 
shooting touch. And just in time to 
take over the lead in the Atlantic Sun 
respectively and carried the Golden second with Troy State. · during the first half and took a brief 
Knights to a huge 78,.77 victory at · Both teams stayed Within a few 21-20 . lead 'before Scala answered_ The Lady Owls' Tamica Pierce 
Florida.Atlantic. possessions of each other for most _of . · with· yet another shot from beyond · 
PLEASE SEE UCF ON 16 The gBme pitted the two teams the gBme. The Lady Owls got in front the arc. The Golden Knights allowed 
_:Wallace, .plays· hero 
Knights split with 
· East Carolina 
CHRIS BERNHARDT·. 
STAFF WRITER 
-The UCF baseball team split the first two 
gBmes of its home weekend series versus East 
Carolina. 
The Goldei;t Knights (44), already with 
three home losses, took another one on the chin 
at Jay Bergl:nan Field on Saturday afternoon. 
The Pirates upended them 8-7. 
- 'We dropped a ball out there, didn't reoog:. 
nire the fly ball with two out. which was an easy 
catch," UCF Coach Jay Bergman sfild "And then 
it kind of opened the gates and they took advan-
tage of it. And then we kind of let down and that 
was real disappointing to me because that's the · 
first time this year that IVe seen the team' get 
·ctoWn." 
That fly ball came in the decisive top of the 
sixth, when E3$1: ·Carolina rallied from ·a 5-2 
deficit with five runs in the inning. UCF starter 
Mark Michael had already given up a two-run 
homer to Ryan Norwood that-made the soore 5-
4, but it looked like he would get out of the jam 
with a short fly ball to right field But rightfielder 
Dee Brown appeared to get a late break on the 
ball and it fell in for a two-out double. · 
That proved to be Michael's last batter as · 
Linooln Mincks, making a rare relief appear-
- · ~oo, came out of the bullpen Min~ proreeded 
to give up a walk, an RBI single and a two-run · 
double. Suddenly the Golden Knights' 5-2 advan-
tage became a 7-5 hole. 
'1\Il we were lookingfor·was one out in 
that-Situation and-I felt like Linooln was 
. experienred enough to .oome· in and get 
·PLEASE SEE Knights ON 17 
. \ . -
ADAM ROSCHE I CFF 
Senior Rich Wallace knocked in P.J. Lehmann in the bottom of the 12th inning Friday for a 
4-3 win over East Carolina. 
ADAM RosCHE I CFF 
Senior Ray Abellard tied a ca1eer-high with six 3-pointers 
Thursday against Troy State, but UCF still lost 77-72. 
·· Knights lose their 
No. 1 seed chance 
· MATT BETHON 
STAFF WRITER 
Ed Dotson had 14 points and nine rebounds, but 
UCF oouldn't overoome a 10-point ,serond haJf deficit, 
losing to Me~r 69-66 Saturday night at the UCF 
Arena. The Knights lost back-to-back gmnes for the 
first time this season. · 
Playing bef9re the home crowd for the final time, 
the Knights (18-10, 10-DAtl~tic Sun) rallied over and 
over in the second half, but were unable to get any clos-
er than one point. 
· UCF trailed by eight with 2:42 left, but Ray 
Abellard keyed a 7-0 rim that got the crowd back futo it. 
Abellard hit a three during the stretch, and Maril:ts. 
Boyd hit Roberto Morentin for a layup off ari inbounds 
pass to cut the lead to one with only 38 seconds left to 
play. The charge left the Knights out of gru>, ho'Wever, as 
they were unable to soore ·agmn. 
'We oouldn't get the basket that would get us over 
the hump," UCF Coach Kirk Speraw said 'We oouldn't 
get the key possession to put a little pressure on them." 
Playing before the home crowd for the final time.in 
• their careers, the Knights three seniors, Abellard, 
Dotson and Marius Boyd, oombined to score 40 points. 
The Knights Were doomed, however, on the glass. Out-
rebounded 45-29, UCF oouldp.'t seem to oome up with 
the key rebound when itwas needed The Bears had 14 
· offensive rebounds and oonverted ·them into nine seo-
ond-chance points in the second half. 
. ' "When you go on the road, win the battle ()f the 
boards and limit their PQSsessions and shot attempts, 
-that's huge," Mercer Coach Mark Slonaker said 
The Knights came out sl~ggish in the. first half, and 
trailed by five at halftime. UCF oommitted only seVen 
· turnovers the entire· gBme, and helped themselves by 
1 - I 
·; Get More Bang .for Your Buck! 
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday 
• • I • 
·Feb-. 251h, 26•h & 2J0t 
Your -UCF campus restaurant fe&tures unlimited servings.ofyour favorite foods I . 
~. This year, healthy,. natural choices are in. So are bolq flavors, sizzle and taste. The Marketplace featuring Real Food on 
Campus brings you a restaurant where you can really be a part of what s happening. You can watch the chef prepare and . 
present your meal in a colorful, appetizing; exciting setting. Real Food Rocks @ UCF! · 
JeHersQn~ · 
~~=-=....;;.c-=LOI !I 
Individual Leases 
Fully-Fu'rnished Apartment Homes Orpington St. 
F-itn.ess- Center with Free-weigbt9. Colonial D , - r. 
1 6 •Sports 
FAU presents ijnal 
.regular-season challenge 
FROM PAG~ 14' have won." 
Abellard's 22 points and six3-
forclll&Mercer into 17. The Knights pointers weren't enough Thursday 
oonverted the Bears 11 seoond half night against Troy ~te as the 
,,;. turnovers ihto 21 points. - Knights lost 77-72. The Knights led 
· ''It's enoouragingwe stayed in for much of the fu:st half, but saw 
the game, but it kind o{ hurts when _the lead evaporate into a three-
you don't get that edgB iii and take point deficit at halftime. DesJ)ite Ed 
the lead so they have to ,play from Dotson's dominating night on the -
·behind," Boyd said inside, UCF wasn't able to get 
Abellard and Morentin added much going in the second half. The 
13 points apiece for the Knights, Knights shot ju.st 31.8 percent from 
and Dexter Lyons had 10 points on the floor in the-half. Boyd just 
five-of-seven shooting. Mercer was -missed a double-double, regiSter-
led . by all-conference forward ing 10 points and nine assists, out 
Aleein Muhammad, who had 24 it 'Wasn't enough as the Trojans 
points and eight rebounds. held on for the win. 
'_'The last oouple of games he The Knights only have one 
played OK, but not like he's capa- game left to get back on track_--
bl~ of playing," Slonaker said "I before . the Atlantic Sun 
really thought he'd have a break- 'lburnamentbeginS. UCFtravelsto 
out game tonight and he backed it Florida Atlantic for the regular-
up." . season finale on March 1. Abellard 
Despite the loss, Abellard was .is oonfident the team will be ready. 
pleased with the team's perform- ''The neXt two weeks we~ 
an.re down the stretch. gonna work on our ~es, and 
''The last six :mjnutes of the we're gonna improve as· a team," 
game, I believe we gave it our all," he said 'We're gonna get back to 
he said "If we woulcl have started our old UCF style, 'defense oomes 
the game like we endoo it we woilld first.' " 
. '-
-
High-school· students 
shadow sports marketing 
KRIST_Y SHONKA 
· STAFF WRITER 
When University High-School 
senior Aileen Alfonso and her vol-
leyball teammate Iluska Alve~ 
were called down to the main office 
at school one day they were not 
sure what to expect. When they got 
to the office they found out their 
roach had reoommended them for 
a job-shadowing program with 
Junior Achievement, a career 
development program for students 
. from kindergarten to 12th grade. 
. The shactowing program 
allowed Alfonso, Alves and Lake 
Howell seniors Myra Segarra and 
· Andrew Pieters to follow UCF · 
Sports Marketing Director Gert 
Garman and Assistant Director 
Jared Eller for hltlf a day Thursday. 
Alfonso was the only one of 
the . four who already knew she 
would attend UCF this fall, so this 
was a unique experience for her. 
Right now she's not lookipg to go 
into sports marketing, but er love 
of sports and interest in U~ made 
this an opportunity she-didn want 
to miss. An avid baseball fan, tour-
ing the baSeball stadium turned 
oufto be Alfonso's favorite activity. 
The fotir seniors, all high 
school a,thletes, got to tour most of 
UCF's athletic facilities and help 
out in some game-day operations. 
Secretary Lynne Roberts showed 
the students the baseball facility, 
while junior pitcher and marketing 
mtern Taylor Sawyer gave a tour . 
of the budding softball facility. 
-They gut to meet the ooaching 
staffs of both the men's and 
women's basketball teams before 
getting a golf ~ ride over to the 
Wayne Densch building. Brian 
Reed, administrative services. 
manager, escorted the seniors 
through both parts of the Wayne · 
Densch billlding, while explaining 
how everything will work once the 
new Wayne Densch Sports Center 
opens in June. . 
Eller then drove the students ·. 
over to meet Garman at the stu-
dent union, where they were put to 
work They handed out fliers pm--
moting Thursday's men's -basket-
ball gaffie. against .Troy State: · 
Lunch at Wackadoo's with Eller, 
o8.rman, three student interns and 
Patty Hurter of ~ Orlando Juiiior 
Achievement .followed and includ-
ed an assortment of 
questions,mostly about sports, · 
from both the high school students 
and oollege ~tudents. 
PLEASE SEE Eller ON 18 
ADAM ROSCHE I CFF 
Gert Garman, UCF's director of sports marketing, talks to high scbool s,eniors Andrew 
Pieters and Aileen Alfonso outside Jay Berg.man Field on Thurs.day'. 
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UGF sits alone atop the 
Atlantic Sun South Division' 
. J'.ROM PAGE 14 
· ~e out hot in the seoond half and 
helped her team build a 53-46 edgB 
with a free throw at the -11:53 mark 
But UCF rallied back and with just ' 
over seven iriiuutes left got back out 
in front with a Hu~on three and 
eventually built a 66-6"2 lead 
Likewise FAU came back, and 
had a 75-73 ~tage with just over 
a minute to go before the Golden: 
Knights got yet another three from 
Hudson. The Lady Owls got two free 
throws from Julie Goad to go up 77-
76, but oouldn't build on that during 
their next possession thanks to a 
shot clock violation. Then with 8.3 
seoond left, forward ~ Paige hit 
the game winner for UCE 
Scala's 22 points is a season-
high and tied with Pierce for tops in 
the game. Fbr Hudson, a freshman, 
the 20 points is a career-best. Takira 
Allen also chipped in with 12 points 
for UCE Trineca Mc<Sioud had 17 
points for FAU, while Goad had 1i 
and six ass~ts . 
The six treys by both-Scala and 
Hudson tie them for the third best 
single-game total in school history. 
. UCF, which led the A-Sun in three-
' point shooting a year ago, had found 
itself near the bottom in that catego-
ry this season. But the Golden 
Knights liave shot well from down-
town the past two games and appear 
to have gotten hot at just the right 
fu;ne. 
ADAM SHIVER I CFF 
Freshman Celeste Hudson knocked down six 3-pointers for a career-high 20 points in the 
Knights' win over Florida Atl_antic on Sat.urday night. 
Where UCf Students -Wan-t to be ... -
' 2 sparkling pools 
with tiki bar 
. • Bea.11tiful lakeside · 
setting 
-• Full siz~ wa.sh~r/dryer · 
-• Free roommate ~ 
matching service 
located on McCulloch Road .-
iust QufsiCJe the UCF N·orth Gatel 
for More Info Call: -· 
366-7474 
'" 
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Knights win in extra innings -
FROM PA~E 14 · 
-. that out," Bergman said 'We put him in a sit- , 
uation, probably my fault, that he hadn't been 
in as a reliever and maybe . it was a little 
uncomfortable for him. SoJll iake the blame 
forth.at." I 
East Caro~ Would gain another run iri 
the top of the eighth off a longball by catcher 
Jake Smith, his second of the game. UCF . 
Clawed back with a run-in the bottom of the 
eight ·and ninth innings but missed out on 
several chances for more. The Knights had 
runners on first and second with no outs and 
their two, three and four hitters up against a 
pitcher m3king his .collegiate debut. Nathan 
Kragt sacrifired the runners.to. second and 
third and one runner s00red ~b. a ~d pitch, 
but Brown struck out -~ and Clay 
Timpner flied out to left nffid to end the threat. 
In the bottom qf the ·ninth.the Golden 
· Knights again got tw6 onwitliorie«M, scored 
one run off Ryan Bon<'.>'s RBI' ~ingle, but got 
· nothing else. Matt Fbx struck out swID.ging 
and David Mann-lined out to r@it.field to end 
the game. · - · 
Mincks took the loss, 'falling to 2-1. Matt 
Bishop got the win for East Carolina, improv-
ing to 2-0. G~ Bunn got his second save. 
The loss quickly spoiled the good feel-
ings gained from Friday night's 4-3 extra 
inning 1l'iumph ' - . 
In that. game, tbjrd baseman Rich 
W3llaoo played the hero, ~~9Cking in P.J. 
Lehmann for the winningrm;i, 'With a base hit 
in the bottom of the 12th. 
"It felt good," said Wallaoo, 'Who went 5-
for-10 over the two games. 'We were playing 
too long out here tonighfnot to get that hit. 
Good to go home and get a win right here." 
Early in tlie game the Golden Knights 
got 6 213 strong innings from starter Von 
David Stertzbach .He gave up just four hits, 
one walk and no runs, striking out five. But 
ADAM SHIVER I CFF 
Centerfielder Clay 1impner gets hit by an E~st (arolina pitch for the sec_o_nd time in Saturday's game. 
Pirates starter Neal Sears was equal to the 
task, matching Stertzbach until the bottom of 
the Seventh, when UCFs Blaine Schult.e went 
deep for the first time this season. Wallaoo, 
who had singled in front of Schult.e, scored as 
well to make it 2-0 UCF. ' 
The lead wouldn't .last long, though 
East Carolina rallied the very next inning 
with two runs off a singte by Ryan Jones. The 
Goldeµ Knights answered with a W3llaoo rµn 
scoring off a single in the bottom of the inning, 
only to see the Pirates tie the game again in _ 
the top of the ninth on a RBI single off the bat 
of Dar.rylLawhorn. 
UCF blew a cbahce to win the game in 
the bottom of. the ninth when pinch runner 
·Jason Wagruiheim got thrown out at home. 
Then after a 20--minute rain delay, East _ 
Carolina used a w3lk, a sacrifice bunt, an 
int.entional walk and a wild pitch to get m~n 
on second and third with one-0ut in the top of 
the 10th But freshman reliever Kyle Bono got 
Nmwood to hit a short fly to center field and 
Timpner made a perfect throw to nail Ben 
Sanderson at home plat.e. 
Bono steadied the Golden Knights ship 
from there, holding East Carolina scoreless 
for the remaining two innings and getting his 
first collegiate win. Glen Tucker (1-1) took the 
loss for the Pirates. 
Sports• 17 
Men's tennis 
gets revenge 
MATT BETHON" 
STAFF WRITER 
) 
. The UCF men's t.ennis team continued its torrid 
play, knocking off defeµding-Atlantic-&m-champion 
Georgia stat.e and UT-Chattanooga this past week. 
· On Friday, No. 65 UCF upset No. 60 Georgia 
Stat.e 5-2. Playing at the No. 1 singl~s spot, Catalin 
Bra.du defeated defending confeterice player-of-the- -
year Matias Orinam 6-4, 6-1. The match marked the 
"first time in his ~r that Orinaza losf1o an A-Sun 
opponent. Antonio Sierra, Simon Jaeger and Ener 
Gursoy all picked up singles victories for the Knlgbts. · 
.The victory _aveiiged last season's loss to 
Georgia state in the A-Sun Championsillp. The 
Knights went into the tournament as the No. 1 seed 
looking for a trip to the NCAA 'Thurnament,out were 
sent home by the Panthers. Then the Knights were 
overlooked for an at-large bid to the tournament. · 
UCF brkzed~ by UT-Chattanooga 5-2 on , 
Saturday. Jaegerelinched the match at the No. 4 posi-
tion with a 6-3, 6-4 win over Alex,Mabred Gabriel 
- Strangberg (No. 2), Augusto Sanabria (No. 3) and 
Gursoy (No. 6) all won in two sets for UCF. The 
Knights picked up the doubles point by winning twn-
of-tbree matches. -
The Golden Knights received more good news 
this week, when junior Catalin Bra.du was named the 
first ever Atlantic Sun _men's t.ennis Player-of-the-
Week. When he.e,arned the honor, Bra.du was 5-0 in 
No. 1 singles and 5-1 overall. He and Sierra were 5-1 
at the top doubles position. After last week's match-
es, Bra.du is 6-2 in singles play and he and Sierra are 
7-1 in doubles. 
UCF will return home and have a week off 
before returning to Atlantio-Sun Conference play 
with a match Saturday against Campbell The match 
is set to begin at 2 p.m. at the UCF Tennis Complex. 
The Knights also played at Merrel'. on Thursday, 
however, results were not made avallable in time for 
publicfilion. 
' ' 
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Orsini hires new 
compliance director 
UCF Athletics Director 
Steve Orsini amiounced 
Thursday the · Wring of Robert . 
Mathner as assistant athletics 
director for oonipliance. Mathner 
was most recently the director of 
athletic oompliance at Syraciise 
University. 
'We are looking forward to ·-
having Robert join our depart-
ment," OrSini said "He has a 
great deal of experience in the 
field of oompllimce and-athletics 
administration at the NCAA 
Division I-A level and oomes high-
ly reoomm.ended. His direction 
will be instrumental in our efforts 
to build a toirnotch oompliance · 
program." · 
· Mathner fills the vacancy left 
When former Assistant Athletic 
· Director for Compliance Chris 
King moved on to Alabama last 
summer. UOF's compliance office 
had been under the supervision of 
Director of Compliance P.J. Moses 
who recently accepted a job at 
Tennessee-Chattanooga. -
. Mathnerwent to Syracuse in 
1999 after serving as the interim 
associate athletics director and· 
compliance coordinator at 
Montana. Prior to that he worked 
in Florida State's compliance 
office for two years. 
Mathner is a -1987 graduate 
of Southern Mississipp~ earning 
a degree in business administra-
tion. He earned his master's 
degree in sports administration 
from Florida in 1990. In 1996, he 
earned his doctorate from Florida 
State in physical education with a 
specialization in sport managB-· 
ment. He is scheduled to report to 
work at UCF March 10. · . 
- COMPILED FROM WIRE REPORlS 
Eller hopes program expose·s 
students to UCF sports programs 
FROM PAGE 16 
-After sitting down to lunch, 
Alfonso said that she never 
received a formal tour of the cam-
pus, so the daywas a good experi-
ence for her. · . 
. "It just gives ine more to look 
forWard to," she said 
Eller said. he }vasn't really 
sure what to expect to begin the 
day, but that he was happy with 
; 
how enthusiastic and curious the 
students were. He wished that he 
and Garman would have had 
more time. with the students 
. because many of them wanted to 
see what things were like during a 
game. 
"I hope we gBt the opportuni-
ty to do it again next year," Eller 
said "If nothing else it would 
expose more kids to the university 
and UCF athletics." 
IM Volleyball ends .with four winners 
-
- ·corner 
JULIE REEVES 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Fburteams spiked theirwayt.o 
vict.ocy Thui'sday night as the in1ra-
mural volleyball season came t.o-a 
close. The lligb.t started out with the 
oo-ed gmne, as the Yellow Jumpsuits 
wentcrazyonl.osl.ocos,Winning2- _ 
0 (25-16, 25-15). The :recreational 
final fe.aturOO a rivalry ~-up 
vvhere Sig Ep overlook BAE tWo 
· g3Illes fu one in a tbroo-set thriller · 
, (25-20, 17-25, 15-13). SAEbahSigEp 
down &--1 to start the third \natch, 
but Sig Ep made a comeback t.o wiii 
the gmne 15-13. We Dig Balls were 
the women's league champions 
aft.er beatingGDiin tbroo ¢fer drop-
ping the first set (23-25, 25-18, 15-9). 
And finally, No Soup for You ordered 
up the MuiligBtawny on Karch K's 
"Fbsse, winning in two gmnes for the 
competitive league title (25-22, 25-
~ 13). 
Tall with Small 
falls to Speraw 
· Tall with Small, winners of the 
intramural thrre-On-tbree Speraw 
ChallengB tournament, gave the 
UCF men's basketball ooaches 
their best game to date, but lost in 
front of a big CI'QWd last Monday 
night, 21-16. Assistant Coach Craig 
Brown, vvho once led UF t.o a final 
four, took oontfol of the gBme 1ate 
and Head Coach Kirk Speraw 
drailled a baseline jumper to win. 
Brandon Keihnan, Bryce Meredith, 
Franci.S Lizaroo and Kevin 
Merideth trailed e,arly by 10, but 
iied the g3Ille at 16 before falling 
late. Tall With Small earned the 
right tq play the· UCF coaChes by . 
winning the thrre-On-~ one-
day t.ournament in the fall 
IM Sports Corner 
presented by 
JL .-
r:rdl\IM 
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA 
407-282-4000 •Aero~ from UCF 
Open 1 lam-4am 
(1 lam-2am Sun-Wed) 
FREE DEUVERY! 
lOuve been told you need work 
experience before getting your MBA. 
~I don't think so; 
James Park, University of Florida 1998, 
2000 EAMBA graduate 
Business A~alyst, Global Solutions/PCS 
Jumpstart your career .by applying to-day for 
·admission in the Early Advantage MBA 
program at the Crummer Graduate School of 
Business, Rollins College in Orlando, Fla. In 
less than two years you can earn an MBA and 
could be making twice that of those without 
-an MBA. No experience necessary. 
AVAILABLE CONCENTRATIONS: 
Finance I International Business 
Management I Marketing 
THE CRUMMER ADVANTAGE: 
• International study trip included 
• Mentor program -
• Notebook computer included 
• Consulting projects 
World-class professors 
Look at www.crummer.rollins.edu. Or call 1-800-866:-2405 
for more information and sched~e a visi.t today. 
Experience the Crummer Advantage 
l ·J 
\. 
<J 
.(. 
Fraternities, 
fun and fake? 
SAMANT-HA FREDERICKS 
STAFF WRIJER 
>Manywatched as the girls of MTV's reality show 
"Sorority Life" laughed, cried, argued and .smacked 
each other around But now it's the guys' turn. Wrth 
"Fraternity Life," M'IV follows the male-bonding . 
adventures of the University ofBuffalo's lOcal fraterni-
ty.Sigma Chi Omega _ 
A group of brothers from the UCF fraternity 
Sigma Phi Epsilon recently gathered to .watch a 'pre-
. view of the show that will premier at 10:30 p.m. 
Wednesday and gave their reactions as to how real fra-
ternity life compares to MTV's version. -
Most agreed.that the pledge process portrayed on 
the show was not accurate, or at least not how frater-
nities at UCF operate. _ 
''Itwa8 allrtgbt, kiiid of fake-looking," sophomore 
KevinHull, 20, said "It's not realistic on the UCF cam-
pus; we don't rush, like they do." . . 
"They pretend like ru8h iS not superficial when it 
really is," junior Gal Bensaadon, 20, said · 
''The rush proce8s on the show is more like how a 
sorority operates," senior Nick C9langelo, 24, added 
Like its predeoossor "Sorority Life," ''Fraternity 
Life" follows new :members through their pledge 
process, documenting the trials they must overcome to 
be inducted as brothers of Sigma Chi 0mega. The first 
episode will introduce what MTV refers to as 
"rushees," as they make their way through the rush 
process in hopes of befug offered a bid 
. - ''That would n(;1ver work," Bensaadon said when 
one of the rushees on the show was instructed to wait 
in his room to see if he was offered a bid "Interviewing 
altid and telling him to wait in ms room for a ·two-hour 
period to see if he gets a bid is unrealistic." · 
But this is not _the only thing on the show that 
would not work in many fraternities. 
"I saw at leas_t three to five thingB that they did 
which would cause our fraternity charter to ~t pulled 
and kicked off campus," senior Omar Radwan, 23, 
said . 
Yet the main criticism with such reality shows is 
that they are distorted by the cameras and the editing. · 
The people on the show will most likely not be them-
selVes and not eve~ surroundll;lg a situation can 
PLEASE SEE Fraternity oN 21 
Th~ facts about the 
withdrawal process 
DIAN-E LIAZIC 
. . STAFF WRITER 
_,/ . 
Sophomore f!rittally Henry thought withdrawing 
from a class was-going to be a simple process. Llt!J.e 
did she know that when the system wouldn't allow her 
to withdraw from her _personal computer, it was on1y 
the beginning to her problems. -
"I could not withdraw Online for some reason, so 
I ended up having to go te Millican Hall and withdraw 
that way," Henry, 20, said "I had thought that because 
I was allowed to withdraw from tbat class that every- · 
thing was_ fine. The next semester I wasn't allowed 
financial aid because I guess I did not have enough 
credit hours. I had to wait till the followin.gsemester to . 
be able to get loan.S again." 
Students may withdraw from courses through 
POLARIS or by visiting the ~gistrar's Office, the col-· 
lege advising offices or the ar~ campus records office 
by the withdraWal deadline on Feb. 28. The offices 
accept letters or faxes, which must be tinw stamped 
or postmarked before the withdrawBl deadllne. 
However,. due to recent· technologicitl ehange8, 
students such as Henry seem to be less a-ware of prob-
lems that can occur. According to the · Office of 
Institutional Research for UCF, last fall the Ws 
accounted for about 5.5 percent of all grades._ 
Dawn Herrod, a coordinator for the office of stu-
dent :financial assistance, said that before Polaris 
PLEASE SEE Withdrawal ON 24 
Timeline of select '80s toys that are makfng a comeback 
6.1. Joe (3 3/4 action figures) 
Gl JOE is a lllgbly secret paramilitary o~on 
whose job is t.o st.op the diabolic. orgmriz,ation of COBRA from 
taking over the world. Although the series beg8n in 1964, the 
first action figure was made in 198'l and now includes a helmet 
(with straps), machete with sheath; dogtags with US Army logo, 
pants, flashlight, oil can, boots, two canteens, wire spooL 
"Boonie;' cap with draw string, M-16 rifle with strap, flak vest, 
two Clayniore mines attach~ to what look like rOcks and a 
Claymqre~r. ------
Cobra Commander ------,----~ 
He was first released as 'the villain on G l Joe and was dis-
continued in 1989. Cobra Commander is the figurehead and 
mastermind behind the Cobra org.mization. The action figure. 
·for Cobra Commander, first available as a mall-iri. figure, now 
comes with_ a black backpack, silver harpoon rifle, silver pIBtol 
and a gold sound attack snake staff. 
Other characters from this line incl_uded: 
Hawk • Breaker • Flash 
General Flagg • Grunt 
Rock 'n Roll • Scarlet 
Snake-Eyes • Short-Fuze 
ILLUSTRATION BY CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD / CFF; COMPILED BY RACHEL ZAtt; 
0PTIMUS PRIME COURTESY OF DECEPTICONDETENTIONCEITTER.COM; 
TMNI' BY NATALIA ZULUAGA./ CFF 
- He-Man 
. 1 
The prinoo of Eternia, Adam, has a magic sword 
which can transform hlm int.o H&Man; an incredibly pow-
erful defender of the kingdom. His nemesis, the evil 
Skeletor, plots with bis henchmen to conquer Eternia and. 
-al.So to control the mysterious Castle Greyskull from which 
H&Man gets bis ppwer. After· throwing in a few allies for 
H&Man, a lot of melodramatic comio-bookdialogue and the 
cxmsional magic artifact, another typical cartoon adven-
ture series was born. 
Optimus Prime (Transformers) . 
Optimus Prime was first nan,ied Orion 
Pax on the Transformers. Just prior to the first 
Cybertronian Qivil War, Orion- was .critically 
injured in a Decepticon attack and was trans-
ferred into a new body by Alpha -Trion and 
renamed Optimus Pr.iJ!te. He soon became the 
Autobot Leader and d~ bis four-million 
year deactivation period, other Autobots 
took his place on 
Cybertron, but upon 
his return, the 
leadership 
was given 
backtohlm. 
[ The Teenage.Mutant Ninja Turtles 
The turtles were created when four 
pet turtles were covered in toxic ooze. 
They are ~ by their_ Sensei Master 
Splinter, who schools them in the ancient 
and martial arts of Ninjitsu. These four · 
turtles: Leonardo, Michelangelo, 
Donatello and Raphael, battle evil in New 
York City ag.rlnst th.err villain Shredder 
and bis Fbot Ninjas.' 
-.I...;, . 
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UCF's Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity screens a ·preview of MTV's new show, 'Fraternity Life.' 
Fraternity life gets 
its tllm ~n reality TV 
FROM PAGE 19 
· or will be revealed The viewer 
. sees What MlV wants to show, 
especially when it comes to the 
portrayal of sororities and frater-
nities on television, junior Chris 
F1orenoo, 24, said 
'"Ihe camera affects a lot of 
things," F1orenoo said '"There are 
a lot of secrets and other things 
that are very sacred that can't be 
. revealed" . 
Despite the discrepancies the 
. brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon saw 
with the show, they still gave it the 
benefit of the doubt. They all 
agreed that fraternities differ on 
each campus, but some things on 
the show - such as being like a 
family, knoWing the inside jokes, 
the drama and the typically dirty' 
fraternity houses - were similar 
to how their own fraternity works. 
; 'We all have fun going differ-
ent plaoos, we all party, we all dis-
agree on oortain things, but it just 
depends ,on where you are, how 
bigthe school is, how bigfue city is 
and how many other fraternities 
Ask· 
a doc· 
- IJCF Student Health Services 
I get fre,quent indigestion 
and bewhing,. whnt's the prob-
lem? . 
I would like to talk briefly 
about a vecy common health prob-
lem: gastro- esophagBal reflux dis-
ease, or GERD. It is a frequent mal-
_ady that we see on a regtiliµ' basis 
nowadays. 
It is primarily caused by over- · 
production of acid in the stomach · 
that in turn finds its way up the 
lower part of the.swallowing tube 
(esophagus). Syqiptoms include 
mid-chest burning sensation, fre. 
quent burping, nausea, sometimes 
a cough, and a general ~nse of 
abd9minal discomfort I pail oon-
tered at the mid chest I upper 
stomach. 
there are," Colangelo said 
But · when the brothers of 
Sigma Chi Omega offered a bid to 
a rushee who wound up spending 
more time getting to·- know the 
Hooters· girls than bonding with 
the brothers, it sparked the sarrie 
reaction among-the entire group of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon brothers. None 
of them could believe Sigma· Chi 
Omega decided to offer the rushee. 
abid 
"He is cooler than all of 
them," junior Jason Wortham 
. said 
As they cont:i:ri.ued to watch 
the show, uttermg oreasional com-
mentary followed by laughter, they 
all seemed to.agree that they prob- · 
ably would never watch the show 
again. 
"You would have to beat me 
with a bat to get me to watch this," 
Radwan said 
''Yeah. maybe to laugh at all 
the retards that don't like girls," 
Bensaadon said 
"If I have time-and possibly 
if they have more socials at 
Hooters," Coiailgelo added · 
In young, otherwise healthy 
people, the main reasons for this 
acid related problem is :maillly 
lifestyle issues. Some of the 
change.s needed to eliminate, the· 
problem are: stopping smoking, · 
avoiding mint I chocolate I pepper-
JDint-based foods, and avoiding caf-
feinated beverages. Also; it is . 
important to decrease sugar and 
refined carbohydrate content from 
one's diet. Some examples are, 
sodas, juioos, sweets, high quanti-
ties of bread, rioo, pasta, and pota-
toes; as they tend to make matters . · 
worse. We can all recall getting a 
bad case of acid reflux after con-
suming generous amounts of 
pizz.a. It is not.the tomato saure, 
but :maillly the high carbohydrate 
content of the dough that is respon-
sible. So decreasing overall carb<r 
-hydrate intake tends to be vecy 
beneficial. -
Another important point is to 
avoid eatingwithin three hours of 
goingto ~ as stomach contents 
tend to reflux up the swallowing 
tube 'When you lie down soon after 
eating. . r 
OveP the 'oounter medications 
<fill be helpful (such as Pepcid, 
Zantac, Tums and other antacids). 
They do not really take care of the 
root of the problem; they are just 
"temporary patches."· Of course, if 
someone is expe)'iencing' persist-
enoo of-stomach paiii, or any type 
of gastrointestinal discomfort, they 
should seek a mfilical evaluation 
to rule out more serious conditions. 
Got a question ·-you'd like to ask a Doc? 
_ E-mail: Askodoc@moiJ.ucf.edu - · 
. . JtskA·Dietitian 
rketplace 11 am to 2pm 
BODYSMART·DAY 
-11amto2pm 
outside the Rec & Wellness Center 
.,.., 
rn-
OJ 
• 
" : FEBRUARY 24TH.- 28TH 
For more info_rmati-on contact the UCF Campus Wellness Center.@ 407-~23-5841 
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Scoot over, SUV s 
Some students straddle. 
two whe_els instead of four 
MIKE BLAKLEY 
STAFF WRITER . 
together like leather jo.ckets and 
Harley David.Son8, and not all of the 
reactions Hugel gets are negative. 
Sophomore Raul Romero is· "'Shayne and I were conilng out 
easy to spot on the road - he's . ·of this neighborhood, and we pulled 
the one putting along in the right. up next to this school bus filled with 
hand lane, trying as hard as he . pre-school kids," he said ''.All the 
can on his scooter to keep up with kids were waving at us like we were 
traffic. celebrities." 
· Romero, 20, can 8.Imost gu Romero said he gets lot of posi-
_fast enough to hold his own, but tive reactions as well. When he is not 
more often than not, his .Honda fielding compliments, he entertains 
Metropolitan's speedometer lags questions about the scooter's speed 
at a little under 40 mph, \Vhich . and price. 
.. . . ROB MALECKI I CFF 
makes him fall behind the ordi- . "Fbrtunately I get more positive 
nary pace that automobile traffic reactions than negative ones," he 
Move over bicycles, because here comes the electric-powered scooter, a mode of transportation that is growing in popularity on campus. 
keeps. · said. 
Maybe it's the weight ef his He finds the most negativity at 
wallet slowing him doWQ.. · his Pegasus Pointe apartment com-
. While ;most scooters fail to. plex. He said the apartment complex 
roll down the highway, they sure doesn't adequately accommodate 
can roll to the bank, \Vhich is motorcycles and scooters becau,se 
. about as far as Romero needs to -they offer very few parking spaces 
gu with all the money he has · speeifically for bikes. · 
saved since opting to straddle a · "One night my neighbors were 
punchy two-wheeler. · - .. having a party and some guys went 
Less than $2 in gas will last 
him almost an entire month, and 
the price he paid for his scooter, 
· $1,400, makes even the sweetest 
deal on four-wheeled transporta-
tion look like the shady work of a 
crooked car salesman. 
up to my scooter and were trying to 
· pick it up and roll it around," he said 
After his roommate ran the 
rowdy _partiers off, Romero parked 
· his bike under a st.ahwell and has . 
continued to park it there ever since. 
"Now they write a ticket saying 
it's a fire hazard," Romero said 
Hugel, also a Pegasus Pointe 
resident, has faced similar troubles. 
He has ,found his girlfriend's bike 
dumped ov:er and1spit on. "The park-
ing situation by my apartment is 
tight, and people get upset when 
they see a little s00oter taking up a 
whole parking space," he said. 
While their parking situation at 
home is a nightmare, parking at 
school is a dream. With ample 
motorcycle spaces that rarely fill, 
students such as Romero and Hugel 
can park close to their classes and 
He bought the small engine 
scooter lock, stack and barrel for 
about as ·much as a down pay-
ment on a_car would cost, but that 
. pales in comparison to the pile of 
money he can save thanks to the 
. scooter's. fuel effi.Ciency. 
While rising gas prices put 
dents in sport-utility drivers' 
budgets, Romero's 'barely gets 
f;cratched. 
;How would 
"I get about 60 to 70 miles to 
·the gallon," he said 
That's almost .10 · times the 
amount of an Excursion or Land 
Rover, and more than double the 
· status quo for fuel-efficient cars. 
Hybrid cars, those that alternate 
between fossil fuels and electrici-
. iy; are the only thing that come 
·close to Romero's Metropolitan's 
gas mileage . . 
· Except for, well, other scoot-
ers, of course. 
. . . ~ . 
yo·u-score? 
bypass the hassles of parking 
gnrages. - \ / . . 
Scooters ~el efficiency and 
affordabilitymak~ a compelling case 
for trading fa tow wheels for two, 
Hugel says. " 
'Tm saving up to buy my own," 
he said "I plan on gettipg a scooter 
because they're cheap enough to 
b1iywithout taking out a loan or bor-
rowing money from my parents." 
But to say people buy scoot- -
ers because they are economical 
would be like saying people buy 
SlNs so t;4ey can drive off road. -
Sure scooterists like bypassing 
gas stations for weeks on end, but 
·· Take a FREE practice test at Kaplan's 
Test Drive and find out. 
fuel efficiency seems to be a low 
priority in scooter o ership. 
"People come in here 
because they're co 1," Adam 
Englander, of Vespa Orlando, 
said. 
Englander sells the "Cadillac 
of scooters," the Italian-made . 
Vespa~ a bike with a rich histo-· 
ryworldwide and a growing surge ' 
in recent popularity stateside. 
"The. majority of our cus-
. tomers use them on Sundays or 
once a menth," he said "But we 
also have a lot of customers that 
use them everyday who . don't '- · 
.have a car." . 
Sophomore Robert Huger· 
has not owned a car for years. He 
rides a Vespa to school, some-
thing that provoke~ the occasion-
al taunt from people in traffic 
teasing him like a teenage boy 
caught riding a girl's bike._ 
Actually, Hugel does ride a 
girl's bike ~ it's b.iS girJtriend · 
Shayne Cahalen's pearl-colored 
VespaET2. 
"Macho guys hate them, they 
will yell at you_ about them," he 
said. ~"They don't think they ~ · · 
cool'.' 
Reactions ·and -Yespas gQ 
Date: Saturd_ay, March~' 2003 
Tim·e: 1 O:OOam 
Location: University of Central Florida 
(Buildh1g & ro.om number to be tletermined) 
- ' . 
To register, _call Qr vis·it. us . onl~ne. today! 
-~. 
5eat\ng .\S 
. nm\ted\ . 
-~ 1-800·.KAP·TEST 
'kaptest.com/testdrive 
•Test. names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
<"> 
Student Leader Recognition Day - Tuesday February 25, 2003 . 
All student leaders are invited to come by the Office of Student Activities, SU rm. 208 . 
betwee;n 9 am - 7 pm to have your· free· photo taken and get your free student leade~ 
recognition gift. All of the "Faces of Leadership" will be .put into a photo collage appearing 
atLeadership-Week ~ctivit~es and in the Thur~day edfrion: of the Central Florida Future. 
For more info on any of these events contact the Office of Student_Activities, Rm. 208 in the SU, or call 407. 823.6471 
Visit us on the web at osa.sdes.ucf.edu 
Funded by tl).e Activity and Service Fee as allocated by SGA I 
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Withdrawal can affect . academic 
progress and financial-aid status 
FROM PAGE 19 to cancel the loan. This is all feder- If a medical withdrawal is not 
al policy, we don't have any say approved, the request may be 
exiSted, the students would come over it, we just adnllnister it." approved as a late wi~drawal and 
·in to the office and talk to ~em A student who withdraws a grade of ''WP" or ''WF" will be 
before withdrawing from a class. from a class will receive a 'W ' on recorded A grade of ''WF" will 
· "Now that they Cflil withdraw their records. No withdrawals are aff~t the calculation of the stu-
. from all their classes on Polaris, pel'1¢tted after the deadline, exoept dent's GPA 
they.don't have to come and talk to · in extraordinary circumstances, · Y~t 8ome students, such as 
us, so tliey don't usually even ask · such as. serious :medic.Bl problems. · freshman, Oliver Pluta, 19, have 
what the repercussions are," Unsatisfactory academic perform- never had a problem with the with- . 
Herrod said ''It is on the Web site ance is not an a,cceptable reason for · drawal process. Pluta read about 
and iq the catalog, we try to make withdrawal after· the deadline and the process online and took his 
the information available any way . .students who need to petition for a parents 'advice of taking more 
we can. . - late withdrawal, should consult credit hours than normal, just to be 
Although UCF tries t<? make Academic Services in the safe. · 
·. the consequences to withdrawing Administration ;Building, Roo;rn · "I went online, withdrew and 
from a class known to .students . 210. · - confirmed it at the office," Pluta 
through several methods, it ~ still ·. Students seeking a late· with- said. "It ·was convenient and 
difficult to gBt the student to read drawal because of medical condi- smooth. I took 15 cre<;lit hour8,.so if · :· 
the information, Herrod said tions must follow the medical with- I was going to withdraw I would be - .. 
"If tljey withdraw fro~ some drawal proeedure ~d apply for the OK financial-aid wise." 
cla.Sses, it can affect their academ- Withdrawal within s~ months of Douglas K Burgess, an asso- · · 
ic progress for the evaluation due the term the withdraWal is being ciate -at the Registrar's office, 
at the end of the. term," Herrod requested The student's physician believes the most important thing · 
added "If someone is consistently · needs to provide the university for students to find out is the spe-
, withdrawing, they are going tO with the appropriate medical inf or- cific information for their situation 
have academic progress issues." mation using the forms availabfo in and to gBt proper advising. 
Many students do not -reaJize the Office of Academic 8ervices. ''It basically comes dovvn to 
that they may not ·receive their However, a medicalwithdraw- recognizing the difference between 
financial aid if they drop below the al must be for all classes in the the add/drop and withdrawal," 
required enrollment levei Herrod term. If a medical withdrawal is Burgess said "Students need to · 
said · ' approved, a "WM" will be recorded remember that withdrawal counts / 
"Silppose a student h3d ·six for each course. Students who towards your three attempts . to 
hours and dropped dovvn to three, receive a medical withdrawal may co;rnplete a course. -Check With 
then they would not be eliglble for · be placed on hold until the univer- your advisers and financial aid just , 
the loan unless 'it h@. .~_dis- . sity can determine if the student is to be sure you know the policies 
persed," she said 'We would have · ready to return. · that concern yow situation." 
Classic cartoons reborn as Comic books 
FROM PAGE 19 
: . incltiile "Ma8ters of the Universe," 
"Robotech: Battle of the Planets," 
"G.I.- Joe" and the-''Thundercats." 
"The Five Robot Lions of Voltron" ., 
soon will be made into a comic 
book as well. 
, "It's hard to say which one of 
the '80s franchises is the most 
popular since we carry so much," 
Lewis said 
However, not everyone wants 
to revisit their past through 
comics. Senior Rodney De Vera, 22, 
has been collecting toys since he 
was 5 years old, yet he still prefers 
the new toys to the heavy. Power 
Ranger toys from the 1990s. 
"The ~ower RangBrs' were 
weak, the toys di9n't look as cooL'" 
DeVera said. "Toys in the· 80s· 
wer~ better, more detailed." · 
· UCF graduate Damien Davis, NATALIA zuwAGA / cFF 
28, believes the demand for · Damien Davis sits with his collection _of old and new versions.of toys such as He-Man. 
updates on '80s franchise~ stems 
from buyers who grew up tch-, from Robotech can sell for as ble"W up on GJ. Joe, parachutes 
ing the cartoons on teh\vision _much as ·$89 per toy' because of would be seen floating· to the 
while playing with the to s . at their new renovations. ground a second later. If an 
home. 'l\.large majority of this is due Autobot soldier was hit by a laser 
"I think it is people my age to disposable income;" Davis said. bl~t, he wou;td only require repair 
who graduate and have the money "'You have to be able to afford this work and some maintenance 
to spend on thingB that made them kind of hobby." before jumping back into battle: -
happy When they were yo~r," The "Tfansformers"was one But the story lines in the. comics 
Davis said of the most popular cartoon and now are not the same 3.dvenfure~ 
Lewis agreed toy lines to coine out during the collectors saw as kids, Davis said, 
"The main theory is that peo- 1980s and was one of three new - . Yet, this new, grewing trend 
plejn: their old age enjoy what they books featuring the characters ca;n't last forever, Lewis said. 
liked when they were young," he from the cartoon.. The Already sales on the Micronauts . 
said. Transformer8 comic Was relea.Sed comics have not been as high as 
. The toys are no~ simply a re- last year by Dreamwave they have · been for . the 
distribution of the old products _ Productions, Which be'gan this '80s Transformers. 
with ~ew packagin'g and paint - craze Lewis said 1'There iS only so much nos-
jobs; the action figures have been · _ - • The ,;Generation 1"s erles, as talgia you can take," Lewis said. 
completely revamped. The· He- Lewis calls it features the same ''You can't do it everymonth." · 
Man toys no -longBr share one characters ~d the~es from th~ Despite Lewis's reasoning, 
body type for arr the male charac- cartoon but is now directed for an Davis still has faith that this trend 
.. ters ~d do not all have the same older and more mature audience. will last. 
bowl haircut seen on the classic ''These comics are not writ- "Look at 'Star Wars.' That's 
figures. The new Megatron from ten for kids," Lewis sfild ''The sto- been around since the '70s," he 
the Transformers line now ries are aimed more at people in said 
ch~gBs into a tank instead of a older age brackets. Artistically, it DeVera agreed. 
gun. _ is an amazing book" "I think it will last," he said. 
·But these uew and improved In the '80s, characters in the "People into the toys back then will 
toys can come at a costly price. · old cartoons never died or got seri- . keep with it. It might die down, but 
- 'Tuys like th&- Veritech fighters ously injured and ~en a plane it will stay a while," 
,, 
the Ct:J;tral Florida Futwe~• F~bruary 24, 2003 
·oviedo Bowling Center 
376. E Broadway St 
Oviedo, FL 32765 
Wing oo qualified ·repairs 
• Uno .full year 111rts and labor 
·2100 N. Forsyth lkl., Unt·o,: 
· Orlando, FL 32807 . 
(407) 818-5552 
11.11> ,. 
,, ,,,, c ••. ,., 
'. 
Flexible Schedules • · Be~efits 
Growth o ·pportuniti·es 
Apply rn fer son . 
Mon - Sat. 10-6 
17 61 W. State Rd. 434 
Longwood_, FL 32750 
407-331-4256 
www.bonetishgrill.com 
-·····················~·~··················· 
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• Get the lowdown .on college life, with a • 
• 
When: 
Time: 
Where: 
· comedic twist. · Sponsored b~ • 
• 
• Central Florida Hill~I 
and the Jewish Student ! 
Union · -: . 
Monday~ March 3, 2003 
Spm 
Visual ~rts Building ... · 
Auditorium Room 132 
• 
Cost: Free ff 
Questions? Commeots? 
: Email Julie at stVlinchik02@aol.com or 
: ·call ( 407) S23-5335. 
• 
············ ~ ·················· ! ············· 
' 
Orange County Convention Center 
Orlando, Florida • February 28 • March 2, 2003 
«farscape» 
Robert Trebor Jamie Farr 
"Hercules" "M*A*S*H" 
Note: Schedule chang~ 
_ Di11a Meyer Anthony Cistaro 
"Birds of Prey" (Sat & Sun only)• "Wrtthblad~" (Sat & Sun only)* 
Xenia Seeberg Erin Gray 
"Le xx" "Buck Rogers" 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
727-712-8700 ' 
*P/eose Noter Aul~rllfll.! coupons for Rosenbaum, Meyer and Cisforo will be 
handed out at the MegOCon information booth two hours prior 10 the ouigned 
outogroph sessions. Signing times will be posted on the MegoCon web site when 
they become Clloiloble. Only one autograph per person will be allowed. All guest 
lists subject to change. 
Don't forget 
. to w~tch the 
. seaso_n pre·mie.re 
of · . · · ·.: ·. Two'' 
.. SororitY Lhe . . . . . . 
and the series premiere 
· of ·L~f: e· · ' ' 
"Fraternity · · l .·.·. · ~ 
OF"lly-On -
Hundreds of Exhibitors 
Industry's Leading Publishers 
Gold, Silver & New Comics 
Non-Sports & Gaming Cards 
Toys & Action Figures 
Movie & Screening Rooms 
Over 11 o,oo.o squ.are feet 
GUEST ARTISTS 
Also appearing... Tony Bedard Tony Isabella Steve Niles 
Gary Lockwood . J. Scott Campbell Adam Hughes Jimmy Palmiotti 
"2001: A Space Odyssey1' Frank Cho Drew Johnson George Perez 
Lloyd Kaufman Scott Ciencin Jeff Johnsqn Brandon Peterson 
Troma Enterta,inment . Am.anda Conner Dan Jolley - Brian Pulido . 
Jonathan Hardy "Farscape" Marie Croall Barbara Kesel Robert Rodi 
Ka~hy Garver "Family Affair" Chris Cross James Kochalka R.A. Salvatore· 
Richard Biggs· "Babylon 5" Chuck Dixon Greg Land Bart Sears 
Nichelle Nichols "Star Trek" Larry Elmore Bob ~ayton Jim Silke 
David Prowse "Star Wars" Christian Gossett Andy Lee Ray Snyder . 
Peter Mayhew "Star Wars" Butch GUice Joseph Michael Linsner Kart·Story 
Patricia Zentilli "Len" Cully Hamner David Mack BrianStelfreeze 
Brian Downey "Le:u" Gilbert Hernandez · Ron Marz Ethan Van Seiver 
more to be announced... Jaime Hernandez JD Mettler plus many more ... 
TWO CONTINUOUS ANIME 
PREVIEWING ROOMS 
OFFERED BY ORLANDO'S HOTTEST ANIME CLUBS; 
ANIME SUSHI & ANIME JACO 
HUGE A!VIME COSTUME 
CONTEST & DANCE 
BROUGHT TO YOU SATURDAY ONL y BY ANIME SUSHI 
ANIME MUSIC VIDEO CONTEST 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY ANIME JACO ' 
SPONSORED BY: 
CO- SPONSOR 
Oc»l'r MIH'IOUR 
CHANCE TO DID a; RARE, 
QllE•Of·A-KIND 40lllC 
ART I M!MORAl!JILIAI 
HUNDREDS OF 
GAMING 
TRACTS 
PRESENTED BY 
SUNQUEST 
GAMES™ 
TICKETS AT THE DOOR: 
1 DAY PASS $ .18.00 
3 DAY WEEKEND PASS $40.00 
CHILDREN UNDER AGE 10 FREE WITH PAID ADULT 
- ' 
-~· "C ~ 't:: ~ 0 ~ 
. 100 HELP WAMED 450 llErAIL i;:::: ~ 
]~~ 200FoRSALE JOO ON l:AMPEJS d ~ 250 Al!TOMOTIJIE JJOEVENTS Q.)::r= ~~I 300 FOR Jllwr 600 GREEK LIFE 32JHOMBS 700M1sc 
Monday - Friday 
_ 9 a.m. - 5 'p .m. 
'lof.ic ".::?~~~ 
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115 
Orlando, FL 32817. 
lassifietis 
Monday February 24, 2003 
By Phone:' (407) 447-4555 
By Fax: ( 407) 44 7-4556 
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFfuture.com 
In ~erson: University Cour( Suite 115 
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil·A) 
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue 
5 p.rri. Tues. for Thurs. Issue 
·Cash, Check, 
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX ~. 3JIJ ROOMMATES . 750 TRAVEL 400 SERWCl!S 800 REIJ6ION 407-447-4555 • classijieds@VCFfuture.com 
lmiJ HELP WANTED 
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day 
-potential. Looking for e~citing and 
outgoing people. Trainil)g provided. 
No experience needed. Call 
1-800-965-6520 ext 107. 
Swim Instructors wanted to teach 
summer swim classes FIT, PIT 
$10.50-$12.50/hr +bonuses. 
Come work for Sharks & Minnows 
and change the quality of a child's 
life. Call 407-699·1~92 
www.sharksandminnows.net 
Telephone 
Sales Reps 
Needed ASAP 
FIT· PIT 
M-FPd Wkly 
407-26J-7172 
Valet Parking - Positions starting at 
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly, 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
AM/PM positions available at upscale 
hotels in the Down~own Orlando ana 
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail. 
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED 
No exp. n~.cessary. 
Earn up to $150-$450 a day. 
1-800-814-0277 x 907 
3 sales people needed to sell roses 
dtwn .:08, Cowboys, The Why Not, 
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1 Op-2a. 
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18. 
$10-$30/av per hour. 'Join our Team! _ 
·call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612 -
18+ Attractive females wanted 
· ~or paid video interview. 
Call 407-256-3903 for details. 
IIiiiJ HELP WANTED 
Valet Parking Attend(!nts Needed 
· Immediate openings! Locations 
throughout Orlando area, 
flex schedules, FT/PT avail, 
for great pay and great opp ca11 · 
407:971-9131 
'. Pff Marketing Associate needed. 
Startup Oviedo-based satellite service 
company. Motivated people only. 
20-25 ·hrs to start. FulHime potential. 
Fax resume to 407-977-8780 
or call 407-977-0043. 
Hiring. ~ortgage 
Lead Generators 
t:iourly Pay + Commission 
Full Time Pay w/ PT Schedule! 
We Refinance Mortgages For Home 
Owners Right Over The Phone. 
!!! No Saturday Nights!!! 
!!! Join The Winning 'TEAM !!! · 
CALL 407-366-2360 
STUDENl WORK 
S14.00 Base/APPi. 
•PT/fl 
• Scholarships/Co-ops 
0 
• Flexible Schedules 
• Customer Service/ Sales 
0 (401) 862-8186 
www.worktorstudents.com 
New adult movie company, Platinum 
77 Productions .. Needs F's & couples 
for adult moyies/videos. Make fast 
. easy $$$. For int~rview/auditions 
· call Kasanova 407-421-4579 or Blake 
407-230-8611 . Leave message if no 
answer. rkasanova@yahoo.com 
IJ HELP WANTED 
****SALES PRO~S WANTED**** 
*Up to $1600 per week 
•inbound Vacation Calls 
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day 
•Highest Commission in Town 
(1-10 = $25 x 10 = $250) 
(11-16 = $30 x 16 = $480) 
c11-24 = $35 x 24 = $84or 
(25+ = $40 x 25 = $1000) 
•cay and Evening Shifts Available 
*High Energy and Fun 
Working Environment 
*Flexible part hours avail. 
•CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876 
Are you tired of living 
paycheck to paycheck? 
Coµld you use extra income? 
www:ushealthdiscount.com 
TELESALES PIT M-F 5:30-9:30 PM 
make $6-$14/hr easy. Relaxed 
environment. Exp. preferred. Leave 
message before 5· P.M. otherwise 
call 407-678-2385 after 5 P.M. 
Female Model Searc,h 
Seeking Photogenic &·attractive 
females for online Calendar site. No· 
experience or nudity required . 
Earn $ now. Not you, tell a friend 
For info, call 9-7pm 407-694-6740. 
Make a grand a week! 
No selling involved! 
$$Phones are ringing off hook$$ 
Guaranteed hrly/comm/bonuses 
Near UCF, 321-207-0988 
Bartender Trainees Needed. 
*** $250 a day potential! *** 
Local Positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 1 00 
Help! We are slammed with inbound 
calls. They know the price. Very . 
upscale vacation package. Big 
commissions, lots of daily spiffs. 
Located near UCF! 321-281-1474. 
Ionics 
We are a 54 year old international 
company. We currently have four 
positions available in our marketing 
department. Impressive income. 
No selling required. Great hours. 
Call now 407-8~0-0107 ext. 230 
Mr. John Cash. 
Seeking success oriented individuals 
·'to fill Entry-Level 
Sales/Marketing/Management positions 
in the Central Florida area. 4 year 
College degree, sales and customer 
service exp~rience with a good 
. driving record. Fax_resume to: 
40V-6io~.17 44 -EOE 
IJ HELP WANTED 
MOVIE EXTRAS/ MODELS NEEDED 
No experience nec~ssary!! 
Earn up to $150-$450/Day.!! 
Call now for immediate exposure 
1-800-814-0277 x 971 
Sales Representative needed to sell, 
market, and service a Surf footwear 
and apparel line in the greater Orlando, 
Tampa and Coco Beach area. 
Will train - generous strpight 
commission compensation, retail 
experience a plus, Fem~le 
should live and understand the surf & 
beach lifestyle. Must have a car & 
insurance. Please call: 954-~62-2220 or 
send resume w/photo to: Maui & Sons 
footwear - 9000 Sheridan Street Suite 
100, Pembroke Pines, FL 33024 · 
WANTED: Student to help register 
the local chapter of a National 
Honor Society. 3.0 minimum gpa 
required, Sophomore preferred. ~. 
contact us via email at: 
vicepresident@phisigmatheta.org 
Child Care needed in home near 
airport. Weeknights only. 6 hours a 
night. Please call 407-8.08-39q8. If no 
one is home please leave a ·message. 
Mother's h~per needed fo.r 3 sm,all 
children in my Oviedo home. 
Experience preferred. Start 
immediately. 407-359-8351. 
DO YOU WANT 'SALES 
EXPERiENCE? 
Sales Management Trainees needed 
for successful promo company 
expanding to Orlando. 
Pff hrs. = Fff pay. No exp. nee. 
Call Sarah at 407-251-3913. 
Promotional Reps/Event 
· Marketing!! 
Energetic, well-dressed individuals 
needed to help ·promote specific on-site 
events for banks, retailers, and others. 
Excellent opportunity for actors, 
models, and those looking for a 
different type of job. HIGH PAY! 
. Call 407-722-0444. 
Telephone sales agents earn 
$15-$30/hr. selling quality vacation 
pckgs. to existing cust. No Exp. ne.c. 
just a clear, enthusiastic voice and 
the willingness to learn. Day, evening 
& weekend hrs. avail. Full benefits. 
UCF Area. lmmed. Openings Avail. 
J:-mail resume to _ 
julia@etourandtravel.com or 
fax to 407-658-1768 attn. Julia 
·Nanny I Mommy's Helper Ne9ded for 
2yr old girl & newborn on the way. 
FREE ROOM (priv room, bath, 
phone) and board in winter park 
home. Flex hours & neg. salary. Exp 
& Ref' pref. Call Kelly 407.628.4252 
· We are looking for someone fun to 
become part of our family. 
TeleSolutions Is looking for part time 
·employees! You must be 
dependable, articulate, honest, and 
able to handle production goals. 
TeleSolutions is located on a bus 
line at 436 & Old Cheney Road, near 
·Hwy 50. Call our. Hiring Hot Line: 
407-581-3777 ext 137 
Work from home selling quality 
vacation pkgs. All you need Is high. 
speed internet access, live within 
local calling .distance from UCF and 
' - PC Windows. Very comp. 
commissions and bonuses + paid 
· training. Fax resume to 407-669-1768 
·or e-mail·ett-etourandtrav.el.com 
or. 0call 407,-658-8285 x' 15. 
2 Issues (1 week): 
8 I~ues ( 4 weeks): 
24 Issues (12 weekS): 
Bolding: 
large Headline: 
$9 per wk 
$8perwk 
$(per wk 
$1 per wk 
$1 per wk 
Charges listed above include an ad of 
up to five lines, 35 characters per line. 
$1/wk for ·each.additional line. 
IIlI!J HELP WANTED 
•••JOB FAIR••• Steve & Barry's 
University Sportswear 
Mon-Frj 1 Oa-6p 
Steve and Barry's is THE 
undisputed leader in the apparel -
industry. We owri' and operate 
multiple locations throughout the 
country·and are undergoing 
EXPLOSIVE growth!!!! We are the 
country's newest, most exciting retail 
store. Millions of people al-ready know 
us, NOW .it's your ~m to JOIN US! 
~ Imagine yourself being part of a 
dynamic, energetic team at a store that 
is the talk of the town. If you are ready, 
if you are at the top of your game, 
if you are committed to excellence, 
consider a future with Steve and 
Barry's! Only the most 
dynamic energetic and motivated 
will make the cut. If you are the 
BEST in retail... WE _wANT YOU!!! 
WE ARE HIRING HEAD CASHIERS, 
CASHIERS & SALES ASSOCIATES 
- -Outstanding Pay! -
5222 I-Drive Look for signs: '.'Steve & 
Barry's Now Hiring." First light gray 
- ,Belz construction trailer, 
corner of Touchston 
Dr & I-Drive across from Jared 
Jewelers 513-314-9619 
Japanese Tutor I Conversation 
Partner wanted! Intermediate student 
requires help wtwritten & spoken 
Japanese. Good rate for services 
rendered. Email 
ICZER2·@generalagents.com 
PIT babysitter needed. 2 children, 
1 and 4 yrs of age. 10-20hrs/week. 
Flexible schedule. References. 
Call Renae at 407-595-7006. 
Calico Jacks now taking applications for 
servers and schucker. Apply in person 
T~Th between 2-4. 
11726 East c 'olonial Dr. 
Orlando, FL 32817 
fI\m FOR SALE 
Queen size bed w/ mattress & 
headboard. A long dresser w/ a 
mirror. 1 night stand. Blon'd Oak 
color wood. $500 for the entire set 
obo. 407-671-2571. 
mi] AUTOMOTIVE 
!!!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!!! 
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import 
and domestic owners! Need quality auto 
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay, call 
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514. 
ASE certified* and beats most 
independent shop rates! 
'97 Honda Accord SE. Great condition, 
sunroof, AC, power everything, cruise, 
AM/FM cassette, silver/gold color, tan 
interior, $7500/obo. 386-677-7660. 
1996 Mazda .Miata. 5 ·speed, red, 
convertible, SOK, 6 cd changer, 
anti-theft, excellent condition,$9200. 
407-678-584 7. 
1993 Ford Escort. Dependable, 5 
speed s•ick, AM/FM radio _& cass., 
original owner, $1000 obo. 
·call 407-381-3047. 
1996 Chrysler Sebring convertible 
JXI, red -with tan top. 73,000 miles. 
Good condition, n·ew ·tires, $6500. 
Call Carale @'407-207-4589 
.~ .! ~ -
l> 
February 24, 2003 • The Central Florida Future 
for a greatjob:tliat 
fits conueniently 
into your busy 
-schedule? 
T e'1Jpus Resorts 
has the· job 
for you! 
Qualified applicants 
.are .being interiviewed 
NOW for our 
ne~t t~ai~ing class·! 
Call Julie Today 
(407) 2·26~0453 
mi(lerj@tempus_resorts.net 
mJ FoRRENT 
Room avail. for Male in Northgate 
Lakes across from UCF. 3/2 fully 
furnished. Reduced to $375/mnth. incl. 
util. for sublease through 8/1/03. $200 
security. Call 386-672-9872 or e-mail 
Easterbl@flcourts.org . . 
Roommate to share huge 2Bd/2Ba 
apartment in Oviedo gated commt,mity. 
Room to rent is unfurni_shed, W/D in 
apartment. Must sign lease .through 
December 2003. Rent: $365 + 1/2 util. 
excludes phone. Ca:ll 407-595-0013 
for appointment. 
Sublease in Northgate Lakes Apt. avail. 
asap. 4 bed/2 bath. All util. incl. 
$400/r:nnth. Call Sarah_ at 850-543-3352 
or e-mail_ Skloyd@aol.com . . 
· 2 Rooms ready· in beau.tiful Villa E. 
Winter Pk I Casselberry for QUIET . 
person(s). Master $400.· 2nd room 
$310. Botti incl util + 100%-use of 
appliances. Alarm, cable, pool, 
sauna, lake, trail. Move in now. 
407-375-7520 . 
Female, n/s subleaser needed A.S.A.P. 
in 2B/2B apt located in River Park Apts. 
Only $430/month plus 1/2 utilities! 
I will pay roommate ~ransfer fees! 
Absolutely Great Apartment! ...,.;.-· 
Please call 5bby for information.· 
. (321)698-8471 . 
Sublease in Village at Alafaya Club. 
Avail. 3/1/03 timing flex. 4Bd/4Bth all 
util. incl. $465/mnth. Call Kristin @ 
- 407-313-6984. Y'Jill pay deposit. 
Fem. 2 sublease furn. 1bd/1bth ASAP 
in 4/4 Northgate Lakes through 8/1. All 
. util. incl., W/D, alarm, balcony_ overlooks 
pool & gym. $445 obo/mnth. Call · 
· ' Lindsay@ 941-726-3131 or 
· Linzp143@aol.Gom. 
UCF/University High Area 
Great 3/2 duplex complet~ly tiled, 
freshly renovated, r~nts for $950/ mo. 
Avail March 1 ! 
· Call LA Reai Estate, ask for 
Michael or Cindy 407-679-2600 
• • ·..r•,., 
m FoRRENT 
1 roommate needed for 3/2 home. 
$425/mnth. Util incl.+ amen. Security 
dep. & ref. req. Furnished optional. 
321-436-2881 or 407-277-2452 . . 
• 1 & 2 bedroom floor plans 
• Two Months Free Rent for 
Immediate Move-in! 
• Summer Wait list Specials 
· (June, July & August) 
Mention this ad and we'll 
waive your appli,ation fee 
Room avail. for M/Fin 3/2 apt. Walk ·in 
closet, W/D, More. 15 min. from UCF. 
Quiet neigh. $350/mnth + 1/3 util. Incl. 
water. Lease until July. Call Eric at 
407-342-5359. 
Brand new home in Avalon. 4Bd/2Ba. 2 
car garage. Comm. pool. Avail. early 
March. Students & pets okay. 
$1795/mhth +sec. dep. (lawn care 
· incl.) Student friendly landlord. 
Call Howard 724-274-0408. 
University House sublease asap. One 
bed/bath avail. in 4/4. Female. Free 
UCF shuttl~. Feb. rent free. $350/mnth-. 
All util. incl. Call 386-679-2371. 
Serious female student to rent 1 
bedroom. New 3/2 home close to 
UCF/Research Park. W/D, cable, 
local pho-ne, sec. system incl. 
$420/mnth + util. 407-277-2927 
Townhome· For Rent 
2 story, 2BD/2.5BA, Fenced Patio, 
Washer/Dryer, Free UCF Shuttle, 
Available March 1st, $700 monthly, 
Call 321-235-6869. 
RENT A FURNISHED BEDROOM $275!!! 
Only a Mile from UCF: Home .is Fully 
Furnished. Females only please. Call 
Tiffany· at 407-273-9045 or e-mail 
tiffy1144@yahoo.com. 
m FoRRENT 
Near VCF in est. area, 3bd/2bth, M/F, 
2,000 sq. ft., fireplace, cable, corner lot, 
screened patio, 2 ca/gar. No pets, 
nbn-smoker, $600/mth. If 2 peop. 
$400/rrith each. 407-923-8768. 
2/2 Condo w/in walking distance to 
UCF! 2nd Floor' unit! Avail Immediately! 
Call LA Real Estate and ask 
for Michael or Cindy 407-679-2600 
Jm HOMES 
ROOMS .. FOR RENT 
3 M/F wanted for HUGE 6B,R/4Bth 
house in Waterford Lks East, fully 
·furnished w/ empty rooms, hi-speed 
internet, walk-in Closets, gated 
comm.,, 9n a lake, rent equa_l to an 
apt., Best bank for Buck at· UCF!! 
call Tony@ 407-701-8669 
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in 
new 3 t>drm home on lake, gated 
comm, 6 mins lrom UCF, $475/mo 
inclu util, n/s, no· i:>ets, ·sec sys, 
pool & tennis. Call 407-48~·3202 
or 239-461-5101 or 239-694-9700. 
ROOMMATE REFERRALS - Florida's 
oldest/largest rmt. service. All .areas, 
all prices, all screened. Call Susie 
at 407~581-2267 or email 
roommatesfl@aol.com. 
~'Let us find your ideal roommate" 
1 bed/bath avail. ·in Waterford Lakes · 
Home. Less than 10 min. from UCF. 
Fast access DSL, All utilities incl. 
Call Lihdsay at (954) 701-3806 
or (407) 273-5486. 
Room for rent. 2 miles south from UCF. 
$300/mnth plus 1 /3 util. M/F, duplex. 
· We have a cat. Call Charles 
@ 407-716-8978 . . 
', 
Female roommates wanted. For 4/3 
house close to UCF. Non-smoker and 
no pets. $375/mnth. + util. Call Angie 
at 407"366-4035 or 954-494-86~9. 
II SERVICES 
Perform Better! School, 
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU! 
Unlock your talents and potentials 
NATURALLY. Private Sessions. 
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945 
Online Filing 
Do Your Taxes Online @ 
www.absolutetaxes.com for a minimal 
fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ 
and $14.95for1040. FREEE-FILE!! 
DO MEN KNOW? Looking good takes 
more than soap & water. Skin 
Management for Men from Mary Kay-
products that treat men's skin right. 
marykay.co_m/jhassani 407.281.9918 
Herbal -life Independent Distributor. 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 
Ask me how? 
clbjhbl@yahoo.com or 407-921-0738: 
Affordable Healthcare starting at · 
$29.99/month (family or individual)! 
, Includes FREE eye exams·, $100 
. eyewear credit, $100 prescription 
credit, discounts on dental, medical, 
& prescriptions, + much mo.re. 
ucfhealth@cfl.rr.com 407-909-9612. 
Act6rs/M usicians 
UCF Students Receive 20% Off 
Headshots for comp cards. Call Ma.ck 
Photography at 4"07-539-7032 
to make an appointment. 
Www.prhack.com or· 
mackphoto@earthlink.net. 
Computer Services by Craig! 
Repairs, upgrades, complete 
systems built for less. Why spend 
chajn prices for impersonal service? 
Quality work by UCF alumni. Also: 
Virus scan/clean, software 
install/upgrade/configuration. 
Call 407-782-0051 or 
computersbycraig@yahoo.com 
*** FRENCH TUTOR *~* 
·Experience. French born teacher. All 
levels. Reasonable rates. Adults and 
kids. 5 miles from UCF. 
Call 407-482-2343 or leave message 
II SERVICES 
**HORARY ASTROLOGER** 
Unlike general astrology, horary 
answers very specific real life 
questions. When you really 
need to know go to 
http://horarycharts.4mg.com or 
e-mail masheegan@msn.com 
TUTOR IN Russian/Slavic 
University Graduate, native speaker 
offers tutoring in Russian/ Slavic 
languages. Fluent in- English, · 
Russian, Czech· and Slovak. 
Contact' Martin at 321-662-7775. 
m!J RETAIL 
' -*ONLINE BARGAIN*. 
PARTY STORE -
Visit DJCarl.makesparties.com for 
*CHEAP* pa,rty supplies, toys, theme · 
packages, wedding gifts, gift baskets 
,and more.407.306.8010 
Inkjet cartridges from $2.95. 
· Lexmark, HP, Cannon, Epson. Save 
10% extra -with coupon #Fl32817. 
Log on to www.barronsales.com 
to place ·your ord~r. · 
Brand New Body Jewelry! 
Navel.rings, tongue rings, eyebrow 
rings, and more! Everything 14G 
and. only $3 each! All types: Marbell, 
checkered, glow in the dark, 
glittered, UV glow, and more! 
Call: (321.) 287-1566 
Would you lil~e to improve your 
communication and spe~king skill? 
Try Toastmasters! First two vis.its 
free! Qur local club meets the 1st 
and 3rd Wednesdays @ Perkins 
(11662 University BLVD) 7:30 to 8:30 
AM. Call Diane Neff at 407-823-0038 
or dneff@mail.ucf.edu 
[IJ GREEKS 
KA 
Good luck Nicole Queen of Hearts. 
We support you and are 
proud of you. AOT, 
all your kappa delta sisters. -
~ To the gentlemen of 
· Lambda Chi Alpha, 
Thank you for a wonderful · 
moonbounce. 
The ladies of Kappa ·Delta. 
fl] Misc. 
***Orlando Starz**:* 
_ Women's pro-tackle football! 
-2003 season begins April 12th 
For more info. go to: · 
www.Orlando~tarz.com or call 
407-521-9062. Volunteers needed"2! 
·Classifieds • 27 
fZlm Misc. 
· NEW! Catalog of unusual items. 
You will love it! Novelties, gifts. Rush · 
$2 cash to: Clover Wholesale 3349 
Foxwood Dr. 
Apopka; Fl. 32703-4922 
Start your own· Fraternity! 
- Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men 
to start a new Chapter. If you are 
interested in academic success, 
a chance.to network and an 
opportunity to make friends in a 
non-pledging Brotherhood, 
e~mail: zbt@zbtnational.org 
or call 800-431-9674. 
Henna Body Artist 
Parties, Special Events, 
Sorority/Fraternity Events. Call Lindsay 
Blair 9.54-701-3806. 
Licensed Artist. 
rm TRAVEL 
HONEYMOON SPECIALIST 
Local full-service travel agency with 
exp·. i'l honeymoon planning. Great 
<!eals a1~d ideas for every budget. Call 
American Travel Consultants at 
(407) 679-6655 . . 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica; Bahamas, &.Florida. 
Best Parties, Best Hotels, Best Prices! 
. Group Discounts, Group organizers 
travel free! Space is limited! Hurry up 
& Book Now! 1-800-234-7007 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
SPRING BREAK! 
Bahamas Party Cruise 
$27-9 
5 Days, Includes 1 O Free.Meals. 
Free Parties & Drink Specials! 
lnclu. Port, Departure, Hotel Tax! 
· www.springbreaktravel.com 
1.800.678.63~6 
SPRING BREAK! 
Panama City Beach 
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199 
Includes 7 Nights Hotel, 
6 Free Parties! 
24 Hours Free Drinks! 
Cancun & Jamaica 
From $459 www.springbreaktravel.com 
1.800.678.6386 
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING 
BREAK SPECIAL 
Beautiful 8-story beach hotel.only 
$99 per person Mar 10-27 
Call 1-sn-338-6822 
Prices include: 
Round-trip luxury ctuise with food. Accommodations 
· on the island at one of ten resorts (your choice). 
Appalachia Travel 
1-800-861-5018 
www.Bahamasun.com 
Book Early for Besl Seleclion! 
and NOT 
ju~t 
·online 
London ...... -.$342 
R a r i s ......... . ~ $ 3 2 2 . 
,. Rome ........... $322 
Fare is roundtrip from Orlando. Subject to change and availability. · Tax not 
, included. Restrictions and blackouts apply . 
. .. ___ 

